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Calloway High student killed in Wednesday car wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
An 18-year-old Calloway County High
School student was pronounced dead by
county coroner Mike Garland at the scene of
a two-vehicle accident that occurred around
noon Wednesday.
A report from the Kentucky State Police

stated that Alicia G. Suiter, a senior at
CCHS, was driving south on Brinn Road at
11:52 a.m. when her 1993 Eagle left the
right side of the roadway. According to a
witness, Suiter's vehicle then crossed both
lanes of traffic in an attempt to get back onto
the roadway. Still not in control of the vehicle. Suiter overcorrected back to the right

and left the right side of the roadway a second time.
The KSP report -stated that Suiter then
attempted to get back onto the roadway
again,crossing both lanes of traffic a second
time. It was then that she struck a 20(X)Ford
pickup truck driven by Sylvia D. Charette,
38, Murray. The collision took place in the

County
schools
discuss
schedules
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Just before Wednesday morning's state tournament send-off for
the Calloway County High School
girls basketball team, the Calloway
School Board conducted some
business of its own.
In a special meeting, three
issues were brought to the board
pertaining to scheduling for the
remaining school year and the
2003-04 year. All were approved
unanimously and with relative
swiftness.
However, while Wednesday's
meeting did not mention it directly,
an event that rivals the Lady
Lakers' participation in Bowling
Green for CCHS was being affected in a positive manner. With an
amended school calendar- forced
Into alteration due to the system
missing 11 days so far now in
place, a date for CCHS'graduation
ceremony was brought closer to
being set, provided no further
scheduling changes are required.
With all the days missed so far,
that had been impossible.
"I know it's been a real
headache for the people who support it and are in on the organizing
of (graduation)," said superintendent Dr. Larry Salmon.
June 2 or 3 as the most likely
dates for commencement, an issue
that was discussed at a CCHS faculty meeting late yesterday afternoon. Nothing concrete came from
that meeting, though it appears
action on this issue will be taken in
the next few days.

•See Page 2

northbound lane of traffic.
The KSP report did not list any possible
contributing factors for the accident, but did
say an investigation is continuing by
Trooper Robert Hatcher. A state police dispatcher said this morning that KSP public
information officer Barry Meadows is out
for the week and unavailable for comment.

Charette was transported to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, where she was
treated and released following surgery.
KSP was assisted at the scene of the accident by the Murray Police Department,
Calloway County Sheriff's Office. Murray
EMS and Murray-Calloway County FireRescue.

Attacks on Iraq
to intensify

AP Photo

BURNING FIELDS ... A U.S. army soldier looks on while on patrol near the burning North Ramala oil fields in southern Iraq today. According to reports. Iraqi soldiers explode the wells before leaving the area. U.S. forces edged closer to
Baghdad on several routes, clashing with Iraqi troops and preparing for a possible confrontation with Saddam Hussein's Republican Guard.

By The Associated Press
Baath were threatWith sandstorms finally ended and a new ening families ot
front opened in the north, U.S. commanders Iraqi soldiers to
said today they would swiftly intensify force them into
attacks on Iraqi forces. In the south, British driving the military
troops destroyed 14 Iraqi tanks trying to vehicles out of
AP
break out of the besieged city of Basra.
Basra.
President Bush and
In Kurdish-controlled northern Iraq,
"They are obvi- British Prime Min1.000 Rangers and other paratroopers from ously coercing them
ister Tony Blair meet
the Army's 173rd Airborne Brigade air- into this action,
to
talk about war's
dropped overnight onto an airfield that they whereas in fact we
were busy securing today. It is the first large would have wished progress.
deployment of U.S. ground troops in the them to surrender," — See Back Page
region; previously, only small groups of he said.
U.S. Special Forces were operating along
"The enemy's options are now limited,"
with allied Kurdish fighters.
Lockwood said of the failed breakouts.
In central Iraq, where huge Army and "Military cohesion is sadly lacking."
Marine forces are gradually closing in on
Aid for Basra and other parts of southern
Baghdad, U.S. commanders were buoyed by Iraq is supposed to come through the port of
arrival of good weather.
Umm Qasr, which has been captured by the
"You'll certainly see us increase our allies. However, British officers said Iraqi
activity in the coming hours.days. given the mines have been discovered in the port,....
clearing weather," an official at U.S. Central delaying the arrival of a ship carrying 200
Command said, speaking on condition on tons of aid until minesweeping is completed.
anonymity.
Near An Nasiriyah, more than 30 U.S.
In a news briefing at Central Command, Marines were injured, two seriously, in an
Brig. Gen. Vincent Brooks said several U.S. accidental exchange of fire between
units battled successfully against Iraqi American units, according to reporters for
forces today, destroying vehicles and inflict- French and British media who were with the
ing casualties. He said some Marines were Marines. ITV correspondent James Mates
injured in fighting near the southern city of said two groups of Marines were dispatched
An Nasiriyah, but gave no details.
during the night to repel an Iraqi contingent,
Brooks accused the Iraqis of increasingly but ended up firing at each other.
flagrant violations of international convenBrooks said U.S. officials were investitions. Iraqi security forces were seizing chil- gating the report.
dren in order to force their fathers to join the
Baghdad was jolted by more explosions
military, and were executing men who resis- today
ted, he said.
Skies cleared Thursday over Baghdad
In southern Iraq. British forces destroyed after one of the worst sandstorms in memo14 Iraqi tanks that streamed out of the ry and the city was jolted by a series of
besieged city of Basra overnight, according explosions.
to a British spokesman, Group Capt. Al
Iraq's health minister, Omeed Medhat
Lockwood. It was the third time this week Mubarak, said 36 civilians were killed and
that Iraqi columns have been attacked while 215 injured Wednesday in allied air strikes
trying to get out of Basra.
Lockwood said militiamen of the ruling •See Back Page

New faces welcomed Bates attorneys feel they have case for appeal
on hospital board
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Scott Seiber attended his last meeting as chair of the MurrayCalloway County Board of Commissioners Wednesday afternoon.
"I think you have made a tremendous contribution to the hospital,"
said Hospital President/CEO Isaac Coe. "I appreciate what you have
brought to the organization."
Seiber was recognized for his eight years of service with a gavel
placed upon a plaque and a resolution of appreciation."We have a very
good hospital and it's been my pleasure to serve with this administration," he said.
In other business, the board welcomed several new faces to the board.
New board members Dewey Yeatts and Joe Wright attended their first
meeting. Both members were appointed by the county. Yeatts will serve
the board for two years, while Wright will serve for four years.
The board also welcomed new board attorney Chip Adams. Adams is
a partner at Diamond and Overby.
Don 'Henry. chair of the Board Officer Nominating Committee,

•See Page 2
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THE RIGHT TO RUN ... Republican Lt.
Gubernatorial candidate Hunter Bates
testifies before Oldham County district
court Judge Paul Rosenblum, right, over
a lawsuit that challenges his right to run
for the Lt. Governors' office.

limits," Minim= said in a tele-

phone interview.
"The issue is how quickly
can we get this heard and get
this distraction over with one
way or another," Milliman said.
"I certainly believe, time permitting,
the
(Kentucky)
Supreme Court would reverse

Bates, running as a slate with
Republican gubernatorial candidate Ernie Fletcher, spent most
of the last six years in
Alexandria, Va., a suburb of
Washington. D.C. He worked
first in a Washington law firm.
then as a top aide to U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.
Bates
testified
that
Alexandria was a "mailing
address" and that Kentucky had
forever been his home. His eligibility to run for lieutenant
governor was challenged in a
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Attorneys who tried to keep
Hunter Bates on the ballot for
lieutenant governor think they
have a strong case for appeal.
They are less certain they have
enough time.
A judge Wednesday ruled
that Bates has not lived in
Kentucky long enough to be a
candidate, and he ordered
Bates' name stricken from the
ballot for the Republican primary election.
James Milliman, who led
Bates' legal team last week in
Oldham County Circuit Court,
said he expected a decision
Thursday on whether to appeal.
The lawsuit challenging
Bates' eligibility "was instituted
strategically late in the day ... so
we would run into severe time
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lawsuit by Curtis Sham, a
Republican college student. and
Bob Heleringer, running mate
of one of Fletcher's opponents.
Steve Nunn.
The Kentucky Constitution
requires candidates for governor and lieutenant governor to
be citizens and residents of the
state for the six years preceding
election. The filing date for candidates was Jan. 28.
Attorneys for Shain and
Heleringer argued that the constitution's reference to residency as well as citizenship showed
that the framers intended to
require "actual physical residence."
Judge Paul Rosenblum
agreed that the specification "is
a reasonable ballot access
restriction."
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Murray area invited to meet Luallen
during Friday visit
Luallen, Democratic candidate for the office of State Auditor,
will yisit MUrTity on Friday. March 28, to discuss
her campaign at an event hosted by a local committee supporting her race.
The Ltiallen for Auditor event will be held from
3:30-5 p.m. at the 15th and Olive Restaurant in
Murray. The public is invited. Luallen will outline
her reasons for running for State Auditor.
Luallen worked with the Murray community
when she served as Secretary of the Kentucky
Tourism Cabinet. Commissioner of the Department
for the Arts. State Finance Secretary and Secretary
of the Governor's Cabinet. Her business and ecoLuellen
nomic development experience also includes leadership of the Greater Louisville Economic Development Partnership
(now Greater Louisville, Inc.).
Her efforts leading EMPOWER Kentucky, a program to improve
state government efficiency, resulted in savings that have totaled $600
million, and her leadership-abilities received national recognition when
she was awarded the 2000 National Excellence in Leadership Award by
the Women Executives in State Government.

Aquaculture gets $411,500
FRANKFORT. Ky. -- The
Agricultural
Kentucky
Development Board, chaired by
Gov. Paul Patton. approved
S411,500 in support of Aquaculture
of Kentucky's proposal to develop a
hatchery and smokery in western
Kentucky. This proposal was one of
totaling
projects,
54
the
$4,317,877.03, approved at the
March Agricultural Development
Board Meeting.
Kentucky
of
Aquaculture
received a forgivable loan in state
funds for the development of a
hybrid striped bass and paddlefish
hatchery, a fingerling facility, and a
smoker plant for value-added aquaculture products in Calloway
County. Phase 11 hybrid striped
sass 'will be produced to supply
farmers with alternative stocking
fish for their ponds creating a more

TownCrier

diverse industry. Paddlefish, a filter
feeder, can be grown in catfish
ponds without any additional feed
cost to the fahner.
The facility will be located in
Calloway. County approximately
five miles from Purchase Area
Aquaculture Cooperative (PAAC).
Cooperation with the PAAC will
provide hot-smoked catfish, hybrid
striped bass and paddlefish products
that will be marketed through white
tablecloth restaurants and high-end
retail outlets.
Development of these markets
will provide new opportunities for
Kentucky fish farmers and increase
profits in combination with catfish
farming.
The loan forgiveness shall be
achieved through premiums being
paid to Kentucky producers over a
10-year period.

The following are events that are of interest to our readers:
NOTICES
• The Murray City Council will meet in regular session today, March
27, at 6:30 p m at city hall On the agenda are items regarding blackbirds, three second readings of ordinances, a rezonging request for a
tractof land at 1025 Southwood Dr., a report from the street department,
and an executive session to discuss possible land acqusition.
• The annual spring brush pick-up for Murray is scheduled and all
property owners are advised to have brush ready on the following dates
for north of Main Street — April 7 (Section I) and 14 (Section II), and
areas south of Main — April 21 (Section In), 28 (Section IV) and May 5
(Section V). All tree and shrub trimmings must be stacked neatly in piles
with cuttins no more than six feet in length or six inches in diameter.
Disposal of brush placed out after the scheduled dates for each area are
the responsibility of the property owners. Questions on which section
you live in or others concerning this service may call the Murray Street
Department at 762-0377.
• A local state board public hearing has been scheduled by the
Kentucky Board of Education for Wednesday, April 9, at 5:30 p.m.
regarding the proposed district facility plan. The hearing will be at the
Murray board's office on S. 13th Street.

Sheriff'sLog

II Bates ...
From Front
But Milliman said Rosenblum
had embraced :'a very technjcal
standard." By the judge's reasoning,
"to run for office, you could never
leave the state," he said.
It was not immediately clear how
the ruling would affect the slate or
Fletcher's status as a candidate for
governor.
The "working assumption" of the
State Board of Elections is that
Fletcher could pick a substitute running mate if Rosenblum's ruling
stands up, but there are multiple
statutes on the subject. and the law
reviewed
being
was
still
Wednesday, said Lisa Cleveland, a
spokeswoman for the secretary of
state.
Fletcher campaign manager
Daniel Groves issued a brief statement expressing disappointment in

the ruling. "We
will thoroughly
the
review
judge's opinion
and will not let
this thwart our
effort to run an
aggressive
campaign," the
statement said.
McConnell
issued a stateFletcher
ment praising
Bates as "one of the most talented
people I've ever worked with."
Rosenblum's ruling "should it stand,
is Kentucky's loss," McConnell
said.
Nunn said he was glad to get a
quick ruling. "I think it's important
for the Republican Party to know
which slate of candidates is qualified (and) which isn't," Nunn told
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Calloway County Sheriff's Office
subjects driving on Poor Farm Road just after midnight this
morning reported seeing something fall from the sky in flames to the
north. One of the subjects believed the object exploded when it hit the
ground. The Marshall County Sheriff's Office also received reports of
people seeing the object. A dispatcher from the Kentucky State Police
said the object was believed to have been part of a meteor shower.
— Information gathered from reports,
logs and citations from respective agencies
• Two
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Jackson said, referring to Bates' residency. "They said they researched
it before the campaign ever started.
... They weren't right, so how do
you trust that they.:11 make the next
decision correctly?"
A fourth candidate, state Sen.
Virgil Moore of Leitchfield, said he
expected Bates to lose in court
because of the years he paid taxes in
Virginia, not Kentucky.
Moore has running mate problems of his own. He said Don Bell,
with whom he is slated, has ceased
campaigning and might have to be
replaced. "If they have 'to redo the.
ballot, maybe I have to consider
that, too," Moore said.
Among Democrats. a campaign
spokesman for gubernatorial candidate and House Speaker Jody
Richards said a protracted legal battle over Bates' residency would
grate on voters. "Spending two
weeks watching Hunter Bates in a
courtroom is not exactly what voters
want right now," said the
spokesman, Mark Nickolas.
Spokesmen for Democratic candidates Bruce Lunsford and Ben
Chandler declined comment. A
fourth. Otis Hensley of Harlan
County, said he wished Bates luck.
"I'm not going to throw mud in this
campaign," Hensley said.
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WLKY-TV in Louisville.
A poll in February showed
Fletcher, a third-term congressman
from Lexington, with the strongest
support of any Republican candidate, though it also showed a large
number of undecided voters. The
Courier-Journal's Bluegrass Poll
showed Fletcher backed by 25 percent of likely voters. Nunn, of
Glasgow, was next with 15 percent.
Nunn. a state representative, is
the son of Kentucky's last
Republican governor, Louie Nunn,
who left office in 1971.
Throughout a two-day hearing
last week in La Grange. Bates and
his wife, Jennifer, insisted they
never settled in Virginia.
The couple testified that they
paid Virginia taxes and held Virginia
driver's licenses because that's what
Virginia law required of anyone
who spent more than six months in
the state.
Bates. 35, is a native of Whitley
County in southeastern Kentucky.
He and his wife moved to Goshen in
Oldham County last year.
One of the GOP gubernatorial
candidates, Rebecca Jackson of
Louisville, said "the Democrats
have an issue" if Fletcher wins the
primary.
"I trusted Ernie when he said he
and Hunter had researched this,"

to

wait'
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From Front
Still, the fact that organizers
have been freed to pursue a date
was reason for glee.
"Now ... finally ... we can see the
light at the end of the tunnel," said
CCHS prom/graduation coordinator
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, also noting
that a new venue — Murray State
University's Regional Special
Events Center — is strongly being
pursued to house the commencement exercises. "I've been juggling
this since early January. In fact, I've
booked two locations and seven
dates, and I'd say my name has
been on the docket at Murray State
University longer than (anybody)."
If the RSEC winds up as the
host site, it will mark the first time
in many years a Calloway High
graduating class has not walked
through the line at another MSU
venue, Lovett Auditorium. CCHS
was asked to limit its audience at
Lovett after the University
expressed safety concerns pertaining to the amount of people the
event attracts annually.
The idea of the RSEC being a
host began being circulated two
months ago when the concerns at
Lovett began being circulated.
The go-ahead to pursue finding a
commencement date was made possible Wednesday thanks to- a pair of
other_ developments. One came
courtesy of the Kentucky General
Assembly session that ended in
Frankfort Tuesday in which a bill
was passed that contained an
amendment stating school districts
were entitled five "disaster days" to
this school year, provided those districts had missed 10 or more days.
With the Calloway board
to make a
expressing it

the state's
request through
Education
of
Department
meant
that
Wednesday,
Development No. 2 came into play
— director of pupil personnel
Randy McCallon's revamped 200203 calendar, showing that June 2
will be the final day for students
with June 3 being closing day for
teachers. By Board rule, commencement cannot be held until the
final day of classes has been held.
This also proved quite timely for ,
McCallon and the Board as a whole.
"My original intention was to present this for the next board meeting,
but that's about three weeks from
now. With spring break next week, I
thought it would be better to have
everybody on the same page before
then," said McCallon, who was able
to take care of another item of business in one fell swoop, presenting
the 2003-04 master schedules of all
Calloway schools to the board and
having them approved as well.
"These are not huge issues, sure,
but why not get it all taken care of now," he said. "That allows me to
check those off my list, so we can
deal with other matters."
McCallon said next year's
schedule has to be submitted to the
state department by June 1, while
the amendments to this year's calendar are to be received in Frankfort
by May 1 with boards having to
have approved of those amendments by April 15.

•Faces ...
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From Front
announced its recommendations,
nominating Chris Wooldridge as
treasurer, Sharon Furches as secretary, David McMullin as vice-chairman and Don Chamberlain as chair.
All were approved by the board.
In other business, Vice President
of Patient Care Services Sally
Davenport said recently an investigation was conducted by the state at
the Long Term Care Unit after a
complaint of physical and verbal
abuse was reported.
She told the board that any complaint of that nature is investigated
by the state, and added that none of
the allegations were substantiated.
Also, Coe announced that utilization has increased for the Sleep
Lab and that another bed has been
added. Now,the clinic is booked up
six weeks in advance.
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Arts
Thursday, March 27 2003
•

Jesse Stuart
Writing
Symposium
set for April 3
On April 3 , the Creative Writing
Program at Murray State University
will host its annual Jesse Stuart
Writing Symposium. The theme of
this year's symposium is 'The
Native American Experience;
Stereotypes and Realities."
The symposium will feature a
reading by acclaimed poet and fiction writer Eric Ganswonh, to be
held in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
(Vine Arts Building) at 7:30 p.m.
There will also be a panel discussion involving Gansworth,
Susan Ann Stebbins (director of
.Native American studies at SUNY,
Potsdam) and Kit Wester (professor
of archaeology at MSU and directer
of research at Wickliffe Mounds in
Ballard County, Kentucky). The
panel discussion will take place in
Faculty Hall 208 at 3:30 p.m.
The annual symposium honors
Kentbcky native Dr. Jesse Stuart.
who died Feb. 17. 1984, but
remains internationally known for
his short stories, novels, poetry and
other writings. Among his many
honors were the Jeanette Sewal
Davis Poetry Prize, a Guggenheim
Fellowship and the Thomas
Jefferson Memorial Award. His
sixth book, "The World of Jesse
Stuart" (1974), a collection of
poems. was nominated for a
Pulitzer Prize.
For many summers, the author
directed the Jesse Stuart Creative
Writing Workshop at MSU. where
many of his papers are now collected in the Pogue Library. It is in the
spirit of Stuart's dedication to
teaching and love of writing that we
hold this year's Jesse Stuart Writing
Symposium. .
For more information, Call
George Hovis, symposium director
(270) 762-4723.

From Homer to Hemin wa

Writers have made art of war

Photos provided

CONTEST WINNERS...Annette Heady of Buchanan, Tenn.,
top photo, and Kristina Fricker, fourth grade student at East
Elementary, won prizes from a Practice Contest recently
held by their violin teacher, Conny Ottway. Heady won the
adult category with over 14 hours of practice for the oneweek period. Fricker logged in over nine hours of practice
time. Also Heady performed a program .of Irish music at
Hickory Woods Retirement Center on St. Patrick's Day and
Fricker recently performed for her 4-H group.

MSU THEATER
pp•mvite
Oscar Wilde's

By HILLEL ITALIE
that lead to war, the battles themselves and the men
AP National Writer
who fight: the vengeful Achilles, the crafty Odysseus,
NEW YORK(AP) — As Civil War soldiers lay
the valiant Hector.
injured in the makeshift hospitals of Washington, D.C.,
"Homer is not simply a war poet, he sees war as an
Walt Whitman walked among them, bearing food and
activity that's pan of the human condition — comradebandages.
ship, loyalty, intensity of feeling," says Robert Fagles,
"I go around among these sights, among the crowda professor of comparative literature at Princeton
ed hospitals doing what I can, yet it is a mere drop in
University and an acclaimed translator of Homer.
the bucket.... The path I follow, I suppose.' may say, is
In war stories, roles are reversed, alliances formed
my own." he later wrote.
and disbanded. In 'All Quiet on the Western Front,"
By the deathbeds of the young men with whom he
Erich Maria Remarque's famed World War I novel, a
chatted and sometimes fell in love, Whitman filled
school master who has inspired his students to enlist in
journals assembled from scraps of paper. He wrote
the German army ends up serving'under one of his fornotes about the wounded, letters to friends and,
mer pupils. In the poem "The Colored Soldiers," Paul
inevitably, lines of verse, like this one from "The
Laurence Dunbar celebrates the black recruits to whom
Wound-Dresser":
a desperate Union turned during the Civil War and
"I am faithful, I do not give out:
wonders, decades later, if anyone still cares:
Thefraetur'd thigh, the knee, the wound in the
"They were comrades then and brothers
abdomen,
Are they more or less to-day?"
These and more I dress with impassive hand — (yet
Until recent times, the anticipation of war often led
deep in my breast a
to celebration in verse."0 sunburned clear-eyed
- fire. a burningflame.)"
boys!/I stand on sidewalks and you go by with drums
War's true legacy. Whitman later observed, was the
and guns and bugles," Carl Sandburg wrote in 1917. as
''mute, subtle. immortal" graves of the victims. But
American troops prepared for battle in World War I.
just as war leads to death, it inspires literature.
Rarely is such enthusiasm heard from writers now.
Even before a U.S.-led war against Iraq actually
While early polls show most Americans supporting the
started, thousands of poems — most of them anti-war
current war, the predominant response from the literary
— were written. Protesters around the world staged
community has been against military action.
readings of Aristophanes'"Lysistrata," in which the
More than 13,000 anti-war poems and statements
women of Sparta and Athens seek to end war by refus- have been posted on a Web site set up by poet and
ing to have sex with their husbands.
publisher Sam Hamill. Contributors include former
But there has never been one single way to respond
poets laureate Stanley Kunitz, Rita Dove and Robert
to battle, or even to oppose it. The literature of war,
Pinsky and such award-winning poets as Galway
from Homer to Hemingway, has served both the disKinnell, Hayden Carruth and Adrienne Rich, who
senter and the nationalist, the nihilist and the believer.
warns of "blood on the undersoul thickening to glass."
War has been presented as noble mission (Alfred,
Few expect any current work about Iraq to last; the
Lord Tennyson's "The Charge of the Light Brigade"),
most memorable literature usually comes after the batimpersonal force (Leo Tolstoy's "War and Peace"),
tle. Joseph Heller and Kurt Vonnegut were both World
absurdist bureaucracy (Joseph Heller's "Catch-22").
War H veterans who translated their experiences into
numbing bureaucracy (Norman Maier's "The Naked
the circular madness of "Catch-22" and the deadpan
and the Dead")and a prelude to heavenly justice
insanity of Vonnegut's "Slaughterhouse-Five." in
("You will scalp the great enemy in the green
which the deepest horror is signed off with the refrain,
prairie/Beyond the great river," vows the anonymous
"So it goes."
author of a 19th-century American Indian poem,
War often means describing the indescribable. Tim
memorializing a fallen tribesman).
O'Brien, a Vietnam veteran who fictionalized his expe"The Iliad" and "The Odyssey," Homer's epics
riences in "The Things They Carried" and other books,
about the Trojan War and the postwar journey of the
says war stories are the hardest to tell.
Greek warrior Odysseus, still stand for many as the
"Just about everybody's been in love, or had a
greatest of war stories. Here are the betrayal and ideals

•See Page 14
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The Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will sponsor
piano and vocal contests for middle
school and high school students in
Murray and Calloway County.
The contests will be Tuesday,
April 15, at 6:30 p.m. at the
Woman's club house at 704 Vine
St., Murray.
Monetary awards will be presented to the winners.
Entry forms have been distributed to the choral directors at each
of the middle and high schools.
Forms have also been mailed to private piano and vocal teachers.
The entry forms must be received
by Tuesday, April 8.
For more information contact
Virginia Randolph at 759-2560 or
Gale Vinson at 753-5452.
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RE.Johnson Theater
April 2, 3, 4,&5 at 7 pm
April6 at 2:30 pm
For Reservations, call(270)762-4421
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Saturday, March 29, 2003
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Holly Webb, Executive Director
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Evening of ehoeolate Delight "
Tues., April 1 5:30 - 7 p.m.
Murray Woman's Club House sponsored by the Kappa Department

Tickets for $5 per person proceeds go to CASA
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Washington Today

An Uphill
Battle
said.
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press Writer
Another key element in the
WASHINGTON (AP) — Radio
hearts-and-minds contest among
Sawa, the U.S. government broadMuslims is a public diplomacy
cast operation beamed to Arabs, has office in the State Department that
swung into high gear these days
was headed until recently by
because of the Iraq war. Regularly
Charlotte Beers, who joined the
scheduled news programming has
administration after a highly sucalmost doubled, and like its comcessful career as an advertising
mercial counterparts, the station is
executive.
on a news-as-it-happens basis.
Forced to resign by ill health,
Sawa's goal is to entice Arabs in
Beers tried to transfer her proved
the 15 to 30 age range with pop
Madison Avenue skills to governmusic tailored to their tastes, then
ment overseas outreach programs,
provide them with a mix of news
mostly in Muslim countries.
and information designed to counter
Much of her effort focused on
often-venomous anti-Western preju- convincing Muslim countries
dices of the local media.
through television ads that America
The station is part of a Bush
is tolerant of its Muslim communiadministration experiment to transty.
form the way Arabs think and govBeers acknowledged there was
ern themselves. President Bush
considerable resistance to this iniwants them to try their hand at
tiative, but she felt vindicated by
democracy.
the results. For many who saw the
It's hard to overestimate what a
ads, she said, it was an illuminating
daunting task that is. Consider the
experience.
views of Egyptian President Hosni
Beers quoted some of the feedMubarak, a friend of the United
back from viewers: "I didn't know
States for years:
women could wear scarves in the
"When you Americans talk
United States." Or "I had no idea
about democracy in the Middle
they (American Muslims) would be
East, who do you think is going to
free to pray."
take over? Democrats?" Mubarak
Secretary of State Colin Powell
said recently. quoted by The
praised Beers' labors over 17
Washington Post. He believes that
months. "She helped us find new
elections in the Middle East will
ways
of making our case to policy
simply lead to the triumph of radimakers,"
Powell said.
_calIslam_
Critics in the State Department
One who welcomes the challenge of trying to get Arabs to think felt the ad campaign was ill-conceived, noting that many foreign
differently is Norman Pattiz, chairgovernments refused to show the
man of Westwood One, a commerads.
cial radio giant. As a member of the
Robert Satloff, director of policy
board that oversees all U.S. governat the Washington Institute for Near
ment broadcasting, Pattiz has nurEast Peace, says the "feel-good
tured Radio Sawa since before it
therapy"
of Beers' outreach prowent on the air in March 2002.
"I think things have gone incred- gram should be replaced by a
gloves-off, issue-oriented approach.
ibly well," says Pattiz, speaking of
On Iraq, Satloff said, writing in
his brainchild.
The (Baltimore) Sun,"Why has the
He's convinced that the target
State Department not organized a
audience is tuning in not only for
tour around Middle East capitals for
the music but also the news. In
Amman. for example, he says a sur- a dozen survivors of the Halabja
(Iraq) chemical weapons attacks so
vey shows that 52 percent of
ordinary Arabs can see for themSawa's target audience list it as
selves and hear in their own lantheir favorite radio station, and 43
guage the horror of Saddam
percent rely on Sawa most for
news, far aheatl of the nearest com- Hussein's tyranny against his own
people?"
petition.
Beers' resignation, he says,
There is no way of verifying
Pattiz's numbers, but he senses he
offers the opportunity for a new
has a winning formula.
start.
"Obviously the fact that we have
proven ourselves to be a reliable
George Gedda has coveredforand trustworthy source of news has
eign affairsfor The Associated
resonated with our audience," Pattiz Press since 1968.
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Blame America First vs.
Put America First
At the daily White House press briefing
March 18, pre
- Sidential-sliok-es—riiiirfAii FTeisCher
was asked about comments by Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle on war with Iraq.
Fleischer said that Daschle
has been "inconsistent," first
supporting a policy of force
to oust Saddam Hussein and
then opposing it. A look at
the record supports
Fleischer's accurate, if charitable, characterization of
Daschle as "inconsistent."
Speaking to a labor union
audience March 17, Daschle
Cal's
said,"I'm saddened that this
Thoughts president failed so miserably
By Cal Thomas at diplomacy that we're now
Syndicated
forced to war; saddened that
Columnist
we have to give up one life
because this'president couldn't create the kind of diplomatic efforts that was so critical for our country."
Last October, Daschle voted for the congressional resolution authorizing the use of force
against Iraq. The previous month, he said,"We
ought not politicize this war. We ought not
politicize the rhetoric about war and life and
death
We have to rise to a higher level ... It
is not too late to forget the pollsters ... the campaign fund-raisers ... (the) accusations about
how interested in national security" different
parties are (Congressional Record 9/25/02).
Daschle said he "never once" politicized the
1991 Gulf War and hoped there would be "the

same level of debate this time." In 1998,
Daschle said,-"Saddam Hussein leaves us little
choice" but "the use of force." He also said,
"Iraq must comply (with U.N. resolutions).
There is no choice. We stand united in our determination to.do whatever is necessary ..."
He also called for "immediate Iraqi compliance" or "threat by force"would be "required."
Those remarks came during the Clinton administration, but apparently they are "inoperative"
now that a Republican president occupies the
White House.
Contrast the statements and behavior of
Daschle with those of the late Sen. Henry
"Scoop" Jackson(D-Wash.). At a 1984 White
House ceremony posthumously awarding the
Presidential Medal of Freedom to Jackson,
Ronald Reagan noted that Jackson was "a great
patriot who loved freedom first, last and
always."
Reagan said,"Henry Jackson was a protector
of the nation, a protector of its freedoms and values ... (he)understood that there is great good in
the world and great evil, too ..." Reagan said
that Jackson's views "sprang from the heart of
the F.D.R. tradition of foreign policy: We accept
our responsibilities in the world; we do not flee
them."
!Jackson, said Reagan,"absorbed within hipself the three strains of thought that go to the
making of a noble foreign policy: a love of freedom; a will to defend it; and the knowledge that
America could not and must not attempt to float
along alone, a blissful island of democracy in a
sea of totalitarianism."
Jackson, who came to Congress in 1941. was

from a generation that put his own country
before career or politics. He would rather
America win conflicts and be strongly defended
and export freedom to the world than be concerned about which party received the credit.
As Reagan wonderfully put it 19 years ago,
"Scoop Jackson believed in a strong defense for
one reason: because it would help preserve the
peace by deterring military violence. He
believed in arms control, because he wanted a
more secure world. But he refused to support
any arms control initiative that would not, in his
judgment, serve the security interests of the
nation and ensure the survival of the West."
In receiving the award, Jackson's widow
summed up his philosophy: "If you believe in
the cause of freedom, then proclaim it, live it
and protect it, for humanity's future depends
upon it."
When it came to love of country and freedom, there was not an inconsistent bone in
Jackson's body. We could use more of his type
of Democrat and less of the type represented by
politicians who care more about the next election, power and their careers than they do the
nation.
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours "on Fox
News Channel Saturdays at 10 p.m. Direct all
mailfor Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media
Services, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1500,
Chicago, Iii. 60611. Readers may also leave email at www.calthomas.com.
2003 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES,INC. .

Maybe next year AgreeOrNot
By TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
FRANKFORT — Gov. Paul
Patton's handful of vetoes last week
of line items in the $14 billion
budget cobbled together by House
and Senate leaders in the final days
of the legislative session earlier this
month show how easy it is for legislators to score political points and
still screw up anyway.
As everyone who hasn't spent
the last 10 weeks at the bottom of
Mammoth Cave knows, the General
Assembly passed a budget without
raising taxes as Patton tearfully
urged them to do. It's based oh
using hundreds of millions of dollars in one-time money to pay for
recurring expenses, meaning the
next two-year budget in 2004
begins seriously out of balance.
But, hey, this is a gubernatorial
election year, so the Democrats and
Republicans in the House and
Senate will deal with that next year
after all the voting is over and a
new administration is in office here.
Patton. on the other hand, has to
operate the government in the
meantime.
The budget passed by the
General Assembly mandates an
immediate hiring freeze for 99 per-

cent of state government. That
plays well in Pikeville and Paducah
and all points in between. Stop state
hiring instead of raising anyone's
taxes, whether cigarette or business.
Apparently. however, no one in
the closed-door House and Senate
budget negotiating meeting thought
much past the frigid days of early
March. In only a few months, state
parks all across the commonwealth
will be opening their doors to thousands of visitors through the summer vacation season.
Those same parks will need
1,400 seasonal workers to do everything from manicure the golf course
greens and supervise the swimming
pools to receive reservations and
clean guest rooms. The state does
not keep greens keepers on the payroll year round. But if the budget
orders no new hiring, there won't
be people to work at the state parks.
In vetoing that prohibition,
Patton said to do otherwise would
shut down the parks system that
brings millions of tourist dollars to
communities throughout the state.
A minor omission on the part of
legislators, but indicative nonetheless.
Patton also vetoed a portion of
the Corrections Cabinet budget that

cuts substantially the amount
appropriated for a program for educating prison inmates but also
requires that the program itself not
be cut.
It does not require a high degree
of sophistication to understand that
the program that operated in 20002002 cannot be duplicated with
millions of dollars less in 20022004.
And as we go into Kentucky's
famously fickle tornado season, it
also is reckless in the extreme for
legislators to make a raid on a state
fund set up for dealing with just
such emergencies as tornadoes. But
that's what they did. The budget
shifts $5.5 million out of that emergency fund, leaving only about $3.5
million. That's not enough to repair
one state bridge washed away by a
spring flood, so Patton rightly
vetoed that item in the budget.
There has been all kind of political posturing about the number of
politically-connected gubernatorial
appointments, and Patton bears a
lot of the blame for that posturing.
After the last election in November,
he put three Democratic Party officials on the state payroll as administrative assistants even as Patton
himself was talking about the possibility of laying off employees.

That did not go down well with
state employees or legislators,
Democrats as well as Republicans.
So in their budget-balancing
zeal, legislators ordered 250 top
gubernatorial appointees off the
payroll by December. The problem
is that the jobs the General
Assembly targeted include cabinet
secretaries, commissioners and
executive directors.
Those are the men and women
who actually do run government,
whether for good or ill, and Patton
was correct to veto that budget
Item. He says he will make the cuts
from lower level employees who
are not covered by the state Merit
System.
Of course, most if not all of the
top jobs will be vacant in
December anyway when Patton
leaves office.
In the end, balancing the budget
isn't as easy as legislators would
have everyone believe. It would be
nice, however, if someone had
thought about the need for cleaning
guest rooms at state parks.
Well, maybe next year.
Todd Duvall is a syndicated:
columnist for The State Journal in
Frankfort.
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Former Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan dead at 76
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Miss Alicia Suitor
Miss Alicia Stater, 18, Coles Campground Road, Murray, died Wednesday.
March 26,2003, at 12:55 p.m. Her death was from injunes sustained in a twocar accident on Brinn Road, north of Murray.
She was a senior at Calloway County High School and a member of the
Laker band.
Survivors include her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Suiter.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Mm. Mabel Thompson
The funeral for Mrs. Mabel Thompson will be Saturday in the chapel of
Cunningham-Parker-Johnson Funeral Home,Charleston, W.Va. The Rev. Ron
Stoner will officiate. Burial will follow in the Springhill Cemetery,
Charleston.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on Saturday.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements and no
visitation is scheduled here.
Mrs. Thompson, 94, Pottertown Road, Murray, died Tuesday, March 25,
2003, at 2 p.m. at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Bonita Ballard, Murray.
Her husband, Robert Russell Thompson, one daughter, Betty Ann Gwinn,
two grandchildren and one great-grandchild all preceded her in death. Born
March 21, 1903, in Roane County, W.Va., she was the daughter of the late
Charles C. Troy and Delzena Richard Troy.
Mrs. Thompson had retired from the State of West Virginia State Auditor's
office and had lived in Murray for the past four years. She was a member of
Emmanuel Baptist Church, Charleston, W.Va.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Bonita Ballard and husband, Joseph
C., Murray; seven grandchildren, Joe Ballard Jr. and wife, Linda, Reidland,
Jeffrey gallard, and Beverly Vasterling and husband, Frank, all of Murray,
Laura Gwinn, Arizona, Tom Gwinn and wife, Sharon, Exeter, N.H., Mark
Gwinn and wife, Heide, Cumberland, Maine, and Diane High and husband,
Scott, Deerfield Beach, Fla.; nine great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.

Wayne (Shorty) Birdsong
The funeral for Wayne (Shorty) Birdsong will be today (Thursday) at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home,Cadiz. The Rev. Derrick Norris
and the Rev. Archie Brock will officiate. Music will be by Mark Harris, vocalist, and JanOakley, pianist.
Pallbearers will be Mike Oakley, Ray Wittinghill, James Wynn, Malcolm
Wynn, Randy Wynn and Mike Banlue, active; James Birdsong, Jonathan
Stewart, Shon Stewart, Gary Murdock, Scott Meredith, Chad Grace and
Douglas Cunningham, honorary. Burial will follow in the Matheny Cemetery
in the Land Between the Lakes.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Heart Association.
Mr. Birdsong,64, Hall Road,Cadiz,died Monday, March 24,2003,at 3:25
p.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
A farmer, he was a member of Caldwell Blue Spring Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 8, 1938, at Golden Pond, he was the son of the late Troy L.
Birdsong and Essie Tyline Fulks Birdsong.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Tarruny Wynn Birdsong; three daughters,
Candy Birdsong and Cindy Birdsong, both of Indiana, and Mrs. Angelia Lax
and husband, Donald, Cadiz; two grandchildren, Aleigha Nicole Lax and
Autumn Heather Lax; three sisteis, Mrs. Carolyn Meredith and Mrs:- Betty
Stewart, both of Cadiz, and Mrs. Linda Murdock, Murray; two brothers,
Jimmie Birdsong, Hopkinsville, and Joe Birdsong, Cadiz.

WASHINGTON (Al') - Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, a former Democratic senator,
ambassador and presidential adviser known for
his scholarly intellect, has died. He was 76.
"In many'respects, Pat Moynihan was larger
than life," said Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle, leading tributes on the Senate floor to
the man who from 1977 to 2001 was one of the
body's most beloved and respected members
Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, who two years
ago succeeded Moynihan in the New York
Senate seat, announced his death on the Senate
floor. "We have lost a great American, an
extraordinary senator, an intellectual and a man
of passion and understanding for What really
makes the country work," she said.
Moynihan died Wednesday at the
Washington Hospital Center from complications stemming from a ruptured appendix. In
declining health recently, he had undergone surgery to have his appendix removed on March
11.
During his 24 years in the Senate, lawmakers
from both parties turned to the gangly, professorial Moynihan for his expertise on welfare

issues.
transportation,
Social - Security and foreign policy.
"Rising from the depths
of Hell's Kitchen in New
York."
said
Senate
Majority Leader Bill Frist,
R-Tenn., "he became one
of America's true leading
intellectuals, whose foreMoynihan
sight and whose ability
brought to public attention
a mass of critical issues long before others even
realized these issues existed."
"I just hope God gives us a few more Pat
Moynihans in this Senate, and in this country,"
fellow New York Democrat, Sen. Charles
Schumer, said.
Born March lb, 1927, in Tulsa, Okla., he
became a shoe shine boy in New York City to
help make ends meet after his father deserted
the family when Moynihan was 10. He graduated from Benjamin Franklin High School in East
Harlem and attended the City College of New
York for one year before enlisting in the Navy,

Staff Report
(over five plants).
Ezell was one of eight local resiMurray Ledger & Times
A trial date has been set for one of dents who were picked up as part of
the men arrested earlier this month as the investigation,. Another man
part of an eight-month undercover involved in the investigation was
investigation by the Murray Police arrested in Wisconsin. All those
Department, Calloway County arrested face charges similar to
Sheriff's Office and Tri-County Drug Ezell's.
Pre-trial conferences for two of
Task Force.
Leroy James Ezell, 29; Murray, the men, 22-year-old Robert Lee
will stand trial in Calloway County Young and 24-year-old Robert
Circuit Court Oct. 20 of this year. Ingram, both of Murray, were set this
Ezell is charged with engaging in week for May 27.
Joseph Tidwell, 22, Michael W
organized crime, conspiracy to commit murder, conspiracy to traffic a Dowdy, 28, Donald Devinney, 32.
controlled substance (methampheta- Alexander E. Jarvis, 24 and Shawn
mine), conspiracy to manufacture Cannon, 19, all of Murray, are also
meth and cultivation of marijuana scheduled to appear in circuit court
May 27 at 9 a.m.

gp KIDS KREW V
Constr
uctive
Learning Center, Inc.
810 Whitriell
Now Openings For Ages 6 weeks thru Pre-K

270-759-3333
Hours: 5:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
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NORFOLK, Va. (Al')- A man
suspected of killing and mutilating
one nun and abducting another
after murdering his father was
arrested early Thursday, police
said.
Adrian O'Neill Robinson, 25,
was arrested at a Norfolk fast food
restaurant about 1:45 a.m., police
said. Police had been searching for
him since Sunday, when they say
he shot his 56-year-old father.
Henry, at the home they shared in
the western Georgia town of
Hamilton.
Family members told authorities
that Robinson accused his father of
sexually assaulting him before
shooting him 16 times. He then
abducted the nuns, apparently to
use their car, police said.
Officers said they had last spotted him driving alone on a dead-end
street in the nuns' car early
Wednesday. The driver fled on foot
into a marsh.
Police said human remains were
discovered in the car, but did not
describe what they were.
A half-hour after the escape,

near Virginia
Beach, the
body
of
Sister
Philomena
Fogarty, who
was in her
60s,
was
found in an
office buildRobinson
ing parking
lot.
Authorities said her head, hands
and feet had been cut off.
The other nun, 72-year-old
Lucie Kristofik, was found Tuesday
at a Norfolk hotel. She told authorities Robinson had left the motel
sometime Tuesday with Fogarty.
Kristofik told investigators that
the two women came home Sunday
to find Robinson inside their home.
She said he took $900 in cash,
bound and gagged them, put them
in their car and drove to Norfolk,
some 570 miles away.
"We don't know if there are any
indications that he knew two old
ladies would pull up or if this was a
sheer crime of opportunity on his

111Prr

ttt

part," said Chris Amos, a Norfolk
police spokesman.
O'Neill was taken to a hospital
to be treated for minor injuries he
suffered in the escape, police said.
"Apparently he got scraped up,"
Amos said.
Amos has said Robinson is the
primary suspect in Fogarty's slaying. He also said a rifle was found
in the hotel room.
Police issued national alerts for
Robinson's capture and went
through Norfolk streets distributing
brightly colored flyers with his picture.
Residents of Fogarty's tiny
Georgia community described her
as a saint who fed the hungry,counseled inmates and sold clothes to
pay for seniors' utility bills. The
450 residents of Hamilton, a rural
community 90 miles south of
Atlanta, are in mourning.
The Rev. Ronnie Madden said
the nuns lived alone in a mobile
home near Christ the King Catholic
Church. Both were members of the
order
of
Franciscan
the
Missionaries of Mary.
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42.70- 0.18
35.65 - 0.21
7.51 - 0.14
26.02 - 0.58
33.83 - 0.50
..36.63- 0.33
14.27 - 0.21
5.01 - 0.04

HopFed Banks
IBM
Ingersoll Rand
Intel
Kroger
Mattel
McDonalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer, Inc
Schering-Plough
Sears
Union Planters
US Bancorp
UST
Wal-Mart

*Hrillard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
unc price unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

14.20 + 0.21
80.83 - 0.72
39.23 - 0.68
17.50 - 0.39
13.87 - 0.37
22.24 - 0.17
14.28 + 0.05
5436 - 0.11
24.84 - 0.41
20.30 - 0.30
39.55 - 0.27
31.42 - 0.29
17.80 - 0.14
23.65 - 0.49
26.55 - 0.22
19.88 - 0.26
28.00 - 0.34
52.94 - 0.39

64.0'
HILDARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment s You.
P

A•', CI C.

Authorized (;1_ Showcase Dealer"

We Sen ice All Alajar Appliances

753-1586
212 East Nlaio St.• Nlurra. K1'

Bring Me
Beethoven!

and read this!

The Murray Insurance Agency
has the farm owners insurance policy for you!
We also provide insurance for:
• Automobiles
• Health
• Homeowners
• Life
• Commercial
• Longterm Care
• Workers Compensation • Disability Income
Call Jason Billington
• Medicare Supplement • Bonds
753-4/51
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY

IlingNills
user

HWY.641 N. MURRAY
753-1725
1-800-472-8852

"Spring KickoffSale')

25°/0
ALL TREES & SHRUBS
Friday and Saturday
March 28 & 29 Only
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-4

Kristofik was a missionary in
Pakistan and has lived in Hamilton
for about 12 years, he said. Fogarty
was from Ireland and was a missionary in Japan. She had lived in
Hamilton about 16 years and was
well-known in the community,
Madden said.
"Sister Philomena was a saint,"
he said. "She is probably one of the
greatest women I have ever met in
my life."
Fogarty would have celebrated
her 50th anniversary as a nun this
year. Residents said she worked to
feed the hungry, sold clothes to pay
for senior citizens' utility bills and
counseled inmates.
"She was considered the Mother
Teresa of Harris County," said
police Chief Dan Colberg.
Fogarty often counseled jail
inmates, and as recently as last
week helped an incarcerated
woman get documents to prepare
for her case. Fogarty also was
instrumental in coordinating a
Christian fellowship program that
helped the poor and elderly, Harris
County manager Carol Silva said.

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

Sportsman's Pony Puller's says the later Day Pull has been
Association will host a special pat on annually at the Expo for
later Day Pull Saturday at the over 20 years. Admission to the
West Kentucky Expo Center. The pull is $10 per person for everyone
Expo is located on College Farm 10 years and older. For more inforRoad in Murray, just west of the mation, contact any of the followMurray State University campus.
ing pullers association officers:
Weigh-in time will be from 7-11 Paul Hester, president,(270) 489a.m., with the pull beginning at 2415, Doug Hester, vice president.
noon. There is a $21 entry fee.
(270) 435-4036, or Louise Baker,
Expo manager Lisa Needles secretary.(270)767-0252.

& Gifts
In

serving on active duty from 1944 to 1947.
He later graduated frona-Tufts-Universuy.
studied at the London School of Economics as
a Fulbright Scholar and taught government at
Syracuse University and Harvard University.
He was the author or editor of 19 books.
He was named an assistant labor secretary in
the Kennedy administration and went on to
become the first person ever to serve in a
Cabinet or sub-Cabinet position in four consecutive administrations, from Kennedy through
Ford.
Moynihan was ambassador to India from
1973 to 1975, and his wife of 47 years,
Elizabeth Brennan Moynihan, is an architectural historian specializing in classic Indian architecture. He was U.S. ambassador to the United
Nations in 1975 and 1976.
He won the New York Senate seat in 1976,
defeating incumbent Republican James
Buckley.
Moynihan. survived by his wife and three
children, is to be buried with full military honors at Arlington National Cemetery on Monday.

Police arrest man suspected of killing Ga. nun

Trial date set for
Tater Day Pull held at Expo Sat.
organized crime group

le
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SATURDAY, APRIL 5
featuring the Symphony Chorus with the Orchestra
SEATS ARE SELLING FAST SO
CALL TODAY FOR TICKETS!(270)444-0065
8 PM at Tilghman Auditorium in Paducah
▪

1•11
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"It's time to
Spring Sing"
You are invited to the

5th Annual
Williams Chapel
Spring Sing
Friday
March 28,2003
7:00 p.m.
Hwy.94
7.5 miles west of Murray

Singing, Refresfunents,
dr'More Singing

PAGE 6
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Cantina unity
Thursday, March 27, 2003

Blood Drive will be Saturday
as part of Disaster Blaster
BY LARRY DOYLE
Blood Drives chairman
Join in with your friends and
neighbors to donate blood and visit
the Red Cross Disaster Blaster
Event in Lowe's parking lot in
Murray this Saturday. March 29,
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m..
The Red Cross Bloodmobile wiH
take blood donations. Experts in
disaster planning will be available
to answer questions and provide
printed information on home and
business preparation in the event of
a local disaster.
Let us do all that we can to provide blood for the many individual
disasters occurring every day in our
lives and to make sure that the Red
Cross has enough blood in storage
for any big disaster which may
occur.
Give a hand. Give thanks. Give
blood. Every day lives are saved by
blood donors who voluntarily provide the precious gift of life to
patients in need. Only voluntarily
given blood may be used for transfusions.
Someone needs blood every two
seconds. Demand for blood products by hospitals are over 600 units
per day and bring blood supplies to
critical lows.
Each day 30 to 40 heart surgeries
are scheduled to take place in 73
hospitals in the 85 counties of the
Tennessee Valley Region.
- in addition, about three organ
transplants take place each day, plus
regular surgeries, such as gallbladder, colon operations, C-sections

and many other medical procedure..
Let us do all that is possible to keep
blood supplies available for those
needing life giving blood.
Each processed pint of blood has
the potential to be used for three
patients, but first the blood has to be
donated and tested for various transmitted diseases. Then, blood is separated into red cells which may be
used for trauma patients; plasma
which may be used in burn or
patients in shock: and platelets
which are used for cancer patients.
A cancer patient may use as
many as 600 bags of platelets per
year. It takes 24 to 36 hours to test
and process each pint of blood. It is
vital to have adequate blood supplies on hand.
.To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least 17
years old, weigh at least 110 pounds
and not have given blood in the last
56 days. A health review will be
conducted to further determine eligibility to give blood.
An opportunity will be given to
register to win free tickets to
Nashville Superspeedway races on
April 11 and 12. A free T-shirt will
be given to volunteer donors.
Refreshment will be served.
If you have been deferred from
giving blood due to low hematocrit
(low iron), eat those raisins, pump
that iron and try again.
The next scheduled Red Cross
Blood Drive will be at the MSU
Curris Center, from 9 a.m. until 3
p.m., on Thursday and Friday. April
16 and 17.

Show beaming
with Talent and
Team building

Our Registered
Bridal Couples:
Jackie Teasley
dr Michael Robinson

BY GINNY HARPER
Calloway County
Extension Agent for
4-HNouth Development
•
Youth gain communications
skills and confidence as they share
an act in the 4-H Variety Show.
There are two ways youth can participate: club acts and specialty
acts. On March 28, at 6:30 p.m. in
the Murray Middle School
Auditorium, the Calloway County
4-H Variety Show will beam with
talent and team building as 4-H
youth perform in the annual show.
A club act must have at least 75
percent of the 4-H club,,,in the act
and be not longer than eight minutes in length. A specialty act may
have youth from one or more clubs
with no more than four participants
and no more than four minutes in
length.
"The 4-H Variety Show is a
great chance to act and spend time
with other 4-H'er friends. I like
practicing and getting to know my
club members better as we prepare," said Molly Anderson of the
Laker Stars 4-H Club.
The North Stars 4-H Club was
the county variety show club act
champion
in
2002.
Alex
Bloodworth, MMS fourth grader,
was the specialty champion in 2002
with her "Fifty Nifty State Song."

Libby Welch & Jeff Slaton
Tina Wyatt & Jason Adams
Janet Whaley & John O'Brien
Kiki Cunningham dr Tyler Walls
Cheryl °sting & Tim Moore
Michelle Thomas & Troy Stovall
Francie McCuiston dr Jack Smith
Lacy Clapp & Josh McKeel
Allison Pryor & Brock Hammat
Kennette Cleaver & Chris Jones
Heather Blalock
& John McConnell
Stacy Darnell
& Michael Galloway
Robin Arant & Brad Walker
Amanda Baker & Lee Coursey
Beth Rose & Ryan Podrovitz
Mandee Stetson & Jim Coursey
Connally Holloway
8.7. Steven Rose

Kentucky Bluebird Weekend
planned at Kenlake State Park

BridaI Aegistr.v d- Gifts
UI S. 4th St.• Murray, KY
(270)759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

Scholastic Book Fair
at

Montessori Discovery
School
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Wednesday, March 26
through
Friday, March 28
8-11 a.m. and 2-3 p.m.
FAMILY NIGHT
on Friday, 6-8 p.m.
A portion of the proceeds
will be donated to the
Murray Elementary School Library

212 N. 15th Street

Special events are planned for the Bluebird
Weekend at Kenlake State Resort Park on Friday
and Saturday, March 28 and 29. This is being sponsored by the Kentucky Bluebird Society and the
park.
Registration will be Friday from 4 to 6:30 p.m. in
the hotel lobby with each one on their own for dinner.
Steve Garr, founder/president of The Tennessee
Bluebird Trails, will speak about "Bluebirds YearRound" at the opening session at 7:30 p.m. Friday in
meeting room C.
Saturday events will start at 8 a.m. with bidding
By Jo Burkeen starting for the silent auction and the bidding to stop
Community
at 7 p.m. Judy Adams Hazle will give the results at
Editor
the close of the events at 8:30 p.m.
Featured speakers at Saturday events will be Dr. Wayne H. Davis at
9:15 a.m.; Ed Ray and Bill Freels at 10:30 a.m. Ed Ray at 1:15 p.m.;
Bob and Judy Peak at 2:15 p.m.; and Dr. David Pitts, biology professor
at University of Tennessee at Martin, at the closing session at 7 p.m.
Bluebird Trail Hikes will be at 8:15 and 9:15 a.m. and 1:15 p.m..
according to Bob Ivy, KBS founder/president. All events are free and
the public is invited.

Jo's
Datebook

EVERETT L CRAIG/guest photo

LIONS CLUB.. Isaac Coe, right, president/CEO of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. gave a presentation on Your
Hospital - Look Back, Today and Future Services" at a meeting of the Murray Lions Club. Pictured at left is Bill Furst,
president of the club.

MAQS Quilt Museum requests
donations for benefit auction
PADUCAH, Ky. — The
Museum of the American Quitter's
Society (MAQS) invites donations
for its annual benefit auctions to be
held on Thursday, April 24, during
the 19th Annual AQS Quilt Show
and Contest at the Executive Inn in
Paducah.
All proceeds from the auctions
benefit this 50I(c)3 non-profit
museum dedicated to educating the
public about the art, history, and
heritage of quiltmaking.
MAQS invites donations of
items such as fabric, notions, quilt
tops, small or miniature quilts, wall
hangings, old and new quilts, patterns, books, cash contributions, as
well as other items of interest to
those who attend the annual AQS
Quilt Show and look forward to this
benefit auction.
To. make_ a donation, _send the
item(s)along with your name, mailing address, phone, and e-mail
address to MAQS/Auction, PO Box
1540, Paducah, KY 42002-1540.
Please include information about

the item(s)donated if it is available.
For more information about
making a donation, please contact
the museum at (270) 442-8856, email <info@quiltmuseum.org>, or
visit our web site at www.quilmuseum.org. Individuals, groups, businesses and all others are invited to
make donations.
The auction events on Thursday.
April 24, include a Silent Auction
from 11 am - 4 pm. After the Silent
Auction, the bidding will begin at 7
p.m. for the live auction event.
There is no admission for this
event. Just sign in for a bidding
number.
These benefit auctions provide
annual support for the Museum of
the American Quilter's Society, a
non-profit museum that depends on
contributed support.
The museum is located in downtown Padutah. Hours are 10- a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Saturday
and from Ito 5 p.m. Sundays(April
through October). The museum is
handicapped accessible.

Second annual Marriage Jubilee
will be at Barkley lodge April 19
The second annual Marriage
Session 2 - Reconcilable
Jubilee will be held Saturday, April Differences led by Dr. Jerry Mayes;
19, from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Session 3 - Making a Good
Barkley Lodge Convention Center. Marriage Better led by Elizabeth
Lake Barkley State Resort Park.
Webb,
counselor,
Christian
Dr. Jerry Mayes, president of Counseling Center;
ComSult Associates, will give the
Session 4 - Marriage The Second
keynote address, "Paradoxes and (+) Time Around led by Dr. Steve
Pitfalls," at 9 a.m.
Alexander of the Christian
A general session will be at 2:30 Counseling Center.
p.m. on "Till Debt Do Us Part Registration and free continental
Marital Money Management."
breakfast will start at 8:30 a.m.
The summary and evaluation will Lunch and fellowship will be at
be at 3:30 p.m. led by Jeremy White, 11:30 a.m. with lunch on your own.
CPA,PLLC.
Persons may attend one session
Concurrent sessions will be at 10 or all sessions. No pre-registration is
a.m. and 1 p.m. These will be as fol- required and the workshop will be
lows:
provided at no cost.
Session 1 - Marriage Readiness
For more information call the
led by Ricky Cunningham, pastor of Calloway Family Resource Center
Hardin Baptist Church;
at 762-7333.

Health & Wellness Center
Read All About It! plans Relay for Life events
Each day in
the Murray
Ledger &
Times, you
can get
local news
and sports!

1
1'

The Center for Health &
Wellness at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will host a pool
party to raise money for Relay for
Life.
On Saturday, March 29 from
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. there will be a
pool party for youth in grades 3-5.
The cost is $5 per person.
Concessions will be available for
purchase. All proceeds raised will
go to Relay for Life.
There will be another pool party
to raise funds for Relay for Life on
Saturday, April 19 from 5:30 p.m.

to 7:30 p.m. for grades 3-5. The cost
will be $5 per person.
Parents must sign a permission
form before the children are admitted to the pool party. Forms will be
available at the door that day or you
can pick one up at the Center for
Health & Wellness. Parents intzrested in sending their children to the
pool party need to pre-register.
For more information on the
pool party or to pre-register, call the
Center for Health & Wellness at
270-762-1348.

MHS junior prom meeting tonight
All Murray High School juniors and their parents will meet tonight,
March 27, at6 p.m. at the school library. This will be to plan the annual junior-senior prom.

Lady Laker Softball Day Saturday
Calloway County High School Girls' Softball Booster Club will sponsor
Lady Laker Softball Day on Saturday, March 29. Events will include 100
Inning Game at 9 a.m.; Silent Auction at 10 a.m.; Home Run Hitting
Contest at 11 a.m.; Meet the Lady Lakers at noon; and Silent Auction ends
at 1 p.m. Concessions will be sold during the event.

YSA baseball tryout Saturday
YSA Baseball Tryouts will be Saturday, March 29, at Field 1 at MurrayCalloway County Park. Times will be 9 a.m. for 15-year-olds; 10 a.m. for
14-year-olds; and noon for 13-year-olds. To play a child must be that age
before Aug. I, 2003. For information call Jerry Wade at 767-0773.

Bronco League tryouts are scheduled
Tryouts for the Bronco League will be held at the Murray-Calloway
County Park on Arcadia Street, Murray, on Saturday, March 29, at 1 p.m.
For more information call Lance Allison at 759-9040.

VITA tax advice provided
VITA, the volunteer income tax assistance program, sponsored by
Murray State University Accounting Department and Beta Alpha Psi will
offer hetcr with basic income tax returns on-Friday, March 28, from-noon to
4 p.m. in the business building, room 353 by volunteers trained by the
International Revenue Service. For information call 762-4193.
;

Glory Bound Entertainment is tonight
Brotherly Love will be the group to be featured at the Glory Bound
Entertainment tonight, March 27, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Glory Bound—
Coffee House, Chestnut Street, just east of Ryan Milk Company. There is
no admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry
of Goshen United Methodist Church. Joe Lawrence, coordinator, said a
taped portion of Glory Bound can be heard over Radio Station WNBS on
Saturday, March 29, from 10 to 11 a.m.

Free tax help available on Fridays
Free tax help fm seniors in preparing their income tax forms will be
available Friday, March 28, at the Calloway County. Public Library by
AARP. Walk-in-only tax help will be available from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each
Friday through April 11 for middle and low income taxpayers with special
attention to those age 60 or older. For more information call 753-6001.

Mother to Mother to meet Friday
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Friday. March 28, at 10:30 a.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library,
710 Main St. Murray. Refreshments and door prizes will be featured.
Pregnant moms(and dads)as well as former breastfeeding moms of any age
are welcome. For information call Kim Jastremski, C.L_E.C., at 759-4746.

Narcotics Anonymous to meet tonight
Murray Narcotics Anonymous - Recovery in Action will meet tonight,
March 27, at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620 West Main St.,
Murray. Persons are asked to use the back entrance. For information call
753.-8419.

Fish fry events planned at St. Leo
During the Lenten season, St. Leo Catholic Church will host a fish fry
each Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. in the Parish Center.

Murray Woman's Club to meet tonight
Murray Woman's Club will have its annual awards night tonight, March
27, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. This will be for recognition of wii.iers of
arts and crafts, literature and performing arts competition. Pat McMullin,
second vice president of the club, will make the presentations. Hostesses
will be members of the Sigma and Zeta Departments, but each of the 10
departments are to furnish three dozen cookies each. Martha Crafton. president, urges all members and winners to attend.

Depression group plans meeting
Depression Support Group will meet tonight, March 27, at 6:30 p.m. in
the conference room of MCCH Center for Health & Wellness. For information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie at 753-9015.

Pageant scheduled on Saturday

LocallyGrown! Best Qua[ity antiPrices!
Perennials • Annuals• Herbs • Gifts

What's for Breakfast?
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A Springtime pageant for age divisions of Girls from 0 to 18 months, 19
to 35 months, 3 to 4 years, 5 to 7 years, 8 to 10 years, and 11 years and over
will be Saturday, March 29, at Joe Creason Community Building, Benton.
Attire will be spring time play wear or active wear. For information call
Ashley Henley at 1-270-247-3122.

CORNER OF \ 16TH k POOR FARM RD.) MURRAY 7544193
Open: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

For Lunch,.... For Dinner? ...

WWW•Murrayrnenus.com
Murray's only online menu source.
Over 35.000 hits. and growing daily.
Thanks To All Our Visitors!
Vow gll these menus online r4ght now/
Paglral's The Bog Apple. LOS Rotates. Martha's
The Bull Pen Tom's GO.. Mr Gaffis & &Han Stockado
Servoolt Provided by0Bustness Solutions ~center

•

Project scheduled for April 4
"Picnic Lane" will be a special
fund-raising project of Beta Nu
Chapter of Alpha Sigma Alpha
social sorority of Murray State
University on friday. April 4, from
I a.m. to 3 pan, in the Quad center
on the MSU campus.
This will be a picnic open to students, faculty. staff and the community.
"We will be selling barbecue
plate lunches for $4 per plate and
'Picnic Lane' cups that participants
may have as a souvenir for SI
extra," said Courtney Allen, public
relations chairman for the sorority.
All proceeds from the event will
benefit Forget-Me-Not which pros ide. free counseling for child

Asher Ryan
Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs. Ryan Cunningham
of Vero Beach, Fla., formerly of
Murray, are the parents of a son,
Asher Ryan Cunningham, born on
Saturday. March 15. 2003, at 9:23
a.m. at their home.
The baby weighed eight pounds
and measured 21 1/4 inches. The
.mother is the former Sarah
•McNeary.
• Grandparents are Paul and Suc
•McNeary and Randy and Rebecca
Cunningham. all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Jack and
.
Betty Wagar and W.A. and Hazel
Cunningham. all of Murray.

abuse %ictims and their tamilies
Located in Benton, the council
serves surrounding counties.
Businesses and organizations
have the opportunity to take part in
the philanthropic event. In addition
your business or organization's
name will be publicized on the
event products and banners.
For more information call 7531100.
\II RR %V litYFAItl.SOAP
ItOX DERBV
1430%1r:titI mit kientation Session
tpril 1st & Nth at Pagliars
Restaurant
•h

• Caroline Gracen Barrow - •

Mr. and Mrs. Clint Barrow of 206 Bendefield Ln., Farmington, are the
parents of a daughter. Caroline Gracen Barrow, born on Wednesday, March
19. 2003, at 8:30 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed nine pounds 10 ounces and measured 19 1/2 inchea
Two brothers are Christopher Barrow and Carson Barrow.
Grandparents are Flenoy and Loretta Barrow of Murray and Nancy
Morris and the late Tommy Morns of Paducah.
Great-grandparents are Clinton and Edna Barrow of Hazel, Ethel Jeffs of
• Union -Mo.. and Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Smith of Paducah.

The Kentucky National Art
Exhibition is a survey of the most
interesting trends in. contemporary
an. The exhibit encompasses traditional and new media produced by
artists from Kentucky and around
the country.
According to Jim Bryant, Eagle
Gallery director at Murray State
'University, "This exhibit is not
always about pretty paintings, but is
always about an that makes you
think - and sometimes leaves you
uncomfortable with what you see or
what you think you see."
One of the, video pieces by
Kentucky artist Thomas DeLisle,
"Illuminated Text," flashes words
on a television screen. The words go
faster than can he seen, but words
not noticed begin to assemble
thoughts about beauty. gender and
equality.
Other pieces are more enigmatic.
Bryant says. as in the piecc
"Overripe," by artist Jamey Morrill.
which is simply a large tractor inner

t)oto provided

MUSICAL EVENT.. Students from Calloway County High School
participating in the 2003 Kentucky Music Educators Association
Solo/Ensemble Assessment Event were. from left, Crystal
Brumley, Ji-Hee Shin, Mark Dycus. CCHS choral director. Aaren
Cadd. Meghan South and Aliceia Hammonds.

Five students._ from Calloway singing,"Into the Night" by, Clara
County High School participated in Edwards.
the 2003 Kentucky Music Educators
Sophomore
Ji-Hee
Shin.
Association
Solo/Ensemble exchange student from Korea
Assessment event held March 8 at singing for comments only, perMurray State University.
formed "Foggy Mountain Top."
Three solos and a duet were perAliceia Hammonds. daughter of
formed from memory before an Alice Hammonds. and Meghan
adjudicator who assessed the pre- South, daughter of Tammy South,
sentations in terms of vocal tone, received a "proficient" rating for
expression, pitch and rhythmic their
duet
performance
of
accuracy, diction, appropriateness "Shenandoah." arranged by Jay
of selection, and overall perform- Althouse.
ance.
All the students are members of
Sophomore Crystal Brumley. the Calloway County High School
daughter of Ben and Darlene Concert Choir under the direction of
Brumley received a "distinguished" Mark Dycus. All prepared their
rating for her performance of"Now selections outside of regular class
Is the Month of Maying" by time with the assistance of Dycus
Thomas Morley.
and student teacher Megan Cain.
Sophomore Aaren Cadd, daugh- CCHS teacher Christy Leming was
ter of Gary and Cathy Cadd, the accompanist for each perform
received a "distinguished" rating, ance.

tube, covered almost entirely with
hundreds of baby bottle nipples.
This show offers many. interesting,
exciting and unusual artworks,
worth a look - and a second look,
he notes.
The Kentucky National is on
view through April 4 at Clara Eagle
Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts
Center on campus. Doyle Fine Arts
Center is located at the corner of
15th and Olive streets. Admission to
the gallery is free and open to the
public.
Gallery hours are MondayThursday, 8 a.m.-6 p.m.; Friday, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.: and Saturday and
Sunday, 1-4 p.m,
Call (270) 762-ARTS for more
information.
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Fine Dining and Entertainment on Court Square

THE BULL PEN
Steaks

Spirits

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Thursday, April 3rd
Jazz Band 9 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Come & Enjoy Dinner & Music

Check Out Our Game Room
Featuring Pool, Electronic Darts
and Video Games
NOW OPEN
Lunch
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner
Mon.-Thurs. 4-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4-12 a.m.
110 S. 5th St., Murray, KY • 270-759-5030

S

5 PIECE BROYHILL
DINING ROOM
(Table and 4 Side Chairs)

HURRY
IN,
SALE
ENDS
SOON!

or MATCHING CHINA

?cue= e404.ee 1469

Unbelievable Savings!
Retail

SALE

5397
A-Green Plaid Sofa
'660
A-Computer Desk
'615
A-Blue Plaid Cottage Look Sofa & Loveseat .1 560
A-Cherry Bedroom - Sleigh Bed. Dresser
Chest & Nightstand
'5127 .$2897
A-Cherry Trestle Dining Table & 4 Chairs
1350
A-Oak Curio Cabinet
'1140 . .$578
A-Pine Dresser & Mirror
'600 . .$297
B-Broyhill Console Curio & Mirror
'803 . .$399
B-La-Z-Boy Loveseat, 1 Cushion Sage Green . .1 049 . .$499
B-La-Z-Boy Web TV Recliner, Blue
'1749 . .5599
B-La-Z-Boy Blue Wallsaver Recliner (2 only) .5647 . .$299
SC-Lane Green Pad-Over Chaise
'822 . '499
SC-Broyhill 3 Cushion Floral Stripe Sofa . . .1129 .$549
SC-Klausner Sofa & Loveseat. Sage Green . .s912
s449
SC-Broyhill Bech-oom - Queen Headboard.
53375 .s1687
Dresser, Mirror. Chest
B-Broyhill Pine Chairside Chest
'630 . .s299
B-Ashley Off White Tone on Tone Loveseat & Sofa '1559 . .s779
B-Ashley Cherry End Table
'230 . .s115
B-Aspen Three Shelf Bookcase
'198 . . .'99
B-Best Dark Blue Oak Glider & Ottoman . . . s237 .
B-Broyhill Solid Oak Queen Anne Cocktail . . •'379 . .s189
B-Broyhill Eggplant Color Sofa
'1095 . .$547
B-Broyhill Green & Blue Plaid Loveseat
s900 . .$449
A-Double Reclining Sofa, Rocker Recliner. Charcoal .s 1920 . .$977
A-Twin Bookcase Headboard & Dresser
"603 . .$297
A-Red Floral Country Sofa & Loveseat
'1559 . .$744
B-Pulaski Small White Wash Curio
'885 . .'439
B-Broyhill Solid Cherry Cocktail Table
'399 . '199
B-Broyhill Twin Oak Sleigh Bed
'1095 . ."549
SC-Hickory Hill Sofa & Loveseat, Blue Plaid
'2135 .'1399
SC-Lane Leather Sofa. Olive, Nail Heads . . '3225 .s1899
SC-Broyhill Cherry Ent. Center. Holds 32" TV's '1722 . '849
SC-Lane Black Leather Recliner Pad-Over Chaise
. '499
SC-Rowe Sofa. 2 Cushion. Earthtones
'1080 . '549
SC-Klausner Sofa & Loveseat. Green/White Stripe '1362
SC-Broyhill Sofa. Plaid w/Oak Trim
'975 '487
SC-Keller Solid Wood Bedroom, Queen
Bed. Dresser. Mirror
'4860 '1949
.

Brooklyn Feagin

Feagin wins
honors at
beauty pageant
Brooklyn Nichoie Feagin, nine
month old daughter of Chad and
Janeen Feagin of Almo, was
crowned queen in the "America's
Faces Beauty Pageant" held at
Murray State University.
In addition, she also placed first
in the categories of "Most
Photogenic.""Best Eyes" and "Best
Smile."
Feagin will now advance to th,
state competition in Louisville
She is the granddaughter of
Suzanne and Rodger Gibson of
Dexter and Kenneth and Donna
Outland of Murray.

Vaughan
5 PIECE
CHERRY
BEDROOM
Cherry Sleigh Bed
! (Headboard, Footboard
& Rails)
; Chest & Nightstand

114e# Ogby

10966
Broyhill Sofa
Was S599...Now Only
$53910
Broyh.11 Sofa #X3232
Loveseat $569 less v,10° - 5512.10

r $89910 I
Broyhill Sofa (;Irz
Broyhill Sofa

Was $999

#L525

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

4.50%
(March,2003)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000o.Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

with 10% Coupon'

Loveseat
$1269. less
your 10%

S1142.10

Was S699. Now Only

109..o

Coupon1

---

Broyttlir Bonus Coupon

10% OFF

Broyhill Sofa

$629
11
with

with 10% Coupon!

aroyhIll Sofa MX3360
Loveseat $969. less your 10% = $072.10
•
Leather

Brood;

Bring in this Coupon to Receive 10% Off All
Broyhill Sofas, Loveseats, Chairs and Ottomans•

#X31

Loveseat S669. less your

'Ore, Cour:

PALK.4...so:19

Se,. Star kr ORA,:

- $602.10

AT FLEMING FURNITURE ALL WE

it.,,,, located at A 16th St./Blienton/SC-Supercenter

DO Is SAVE YOU MONEY!
SUPERCENTER 3601 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah. KY 442 4455 • 1 600 768-6224
Open Daily 10-7 • Sunday 1-5 • Friday 104

WyeoVilri'mYn?Puel"

305 North Main Street
Benton, KY
527 3461 • 1.800-599-6224
`41."7.1
Division of Kelley-Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
Visit us at vvvvw.flemingfurniture.com

451 South 16th Street
Paducah. KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450-6224
°•••••""••••
re•

Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-4703

'With a Mimimum Qualified Purchase of 5499 & OAC. "Excludes Value priced Items, Closeouts. Special
Sale Items. & Room Solutions. Does Not Apply To Previous
Purchases. Limited Quantities on Closeout Items. Not all items at all stores. Items similar as shown "See
store for details Special orders require 25% deposit
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Badgers hope to slow down Cats

Roy Williams

Williams
looks to
keep dry
eye longer
\Ht 1\1. Uht. tAP) - Roy
Williams Is I ready to burst into
Tuts+ yet.
Williams has accomplished just
about eYety thing imaginable in his
15 years as coach at Kansas -except yy in the national championship
It's become a sort of tradition
for him to cry upon his team's
elimination from the NCAA TourAlamein.
"My goal and in dream at
kant,is
eery year we have a
chance,- Williams said Wednesday "I'd like to be the last guy
standing at one time."
['he second-seeded Jayhawks
127-1) need four more wins to
get the job ,done. starting tonight
against third-seeded Duke (26-6)
in a West Regional semifinal
matchup inyolving two of college
_has},et
cup-pnierams
The winner meets either Arizona or Notre Dame on Saturday
at Anaheim Arena for a berth in
the, Final Four.
The _lash:Mks have made it
that tar thiee times in Williams'
previous 14 years as their coach.
including last year. when they lost
to eventual champion Maryland
97 88 in the semifinals.
Kansas reached the championship game 12 years ago before
losing to Duke 72-65 -7-- one of
three NCAA titles the Blue Devils have won under coach Mike
Kris zewski.
"We heat two, three, four in
the country and then we got to
the national championship game."
WiliMins recalled. "I loved our
kids that day It was a 7. 10, 12point game all the way. our kids
kepi fighting.
"We nine; got over the edge.
We didn't hate one kid who played
a mimite in the NBA."

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Kirk
Penney's in no hurry.to peel off
the familiar Wisconsin jersey he's
worn the last four years.
"You just to try to contribute
in any way that you can. Your
career can be over at any time.
You want it to last as long as
possible," ,said the Badgers: lead,
ing scorer and
senior guard who
played in the
Final Four three
years ago.
To
prolong
Kentucky
Penney's stay,
vs.
the Badgers must
Wisconsin
find a way to do
Today,
what no other
6 10 p m CST lean) has. been
4 able to accomplish in nearly three months -heat Kentucky.
It is a daunting assignment
tonight in the semifinals of the
Midwest Regional. Wisconsin must
stop Kentucky's 25-game winning
streak and solve a relentless defense
that challenges every dribble, pass
and shot.
"So many teams would want
to be in the situation we're in
right now and we feel like, 'Why
should this be the end of the
road?" said Penney, who played
for New Zealand in the 2000
Olympics,- the same year he was
a freshman on the Badgers' Final
Four team.
Penney averaged 16.1 points
this season and Wisconsin had all
five starters in double figures, but
no defense it has faced will test
the Badgers' balance and resolve
as much as Kentucky's.
"Early ,in the year, we were
more focused on offense," said Ken-

AP
HIP, HIP, HOORAY! ... Wisconsin head coach Bo Ryan and his players react to the game
winning 3-point shot with one second left to beat Tulsa 61-60 in the second round of the
NCAA Tournament last Saturday. Ryan and the Badgers hope they will be celebrating
tonight with an upset of top-ranked Kentucky.
tucky guard Keith Bogans. "Things
were not working out so well, so
Coach (Tubby) Smith went back
to the drawing board and told us
we were going to do it his way
— defense first."
Smith's message got through.
With Bogans buying in and get-

ting his teammates to do the same,
the Wildcats transformed their season and haven't lost since Dec.
28.
"You won't get on any highlight reels playing defense," Smith
said. "With the talent now, you
have to be creative in trying to

stop people. Playing defense can
happen every night, even if the
offense doesn't show up."
Bogans and the Wildcats (313) have a confident approach that
almost
seems
matter-of-fact.
They're not ready to celebrate any
victory, until one on that final

UT at
home in
NCAAs

Notre Dame haunts Waltons
ANAHEIM,Calif.(AP) — Notre
Dame was a dirty word growing
up in Luke Walton's household.
His father: Bill, was a senior
in 1974 when the Fighting Irish
ended UCLA's 88-game winning
streak with a 71-70 victory in
South Bend.
"He talks about it all the time.
he says that game ruined his life,"
the younger Walton said, smiling.
So a bit of family pride might
be on the line when top-seeded
Arizona (27-3) plays fifth-seeded
Notre Dame (24-9) in the NCAA
West Regional semifinals tonight.
No. 3 seed Duke (26-6) and No.
2 seed Kansas (27-7) play the second game:
Of course, avenging the outcome of a game played when he
wasn't even horn isn't a priority
for Luke Walton. a senior who
also wasn't around for Arizona's
last national championship in 1997.
"To me, none of that has any-

thing to do with the game coming up," he said. "We're confident,
dent. we feel good about ourselves. We've had a solid year
and now it's down to the Sweet
16. Were healthy, we're focused
and I think we're in great shape
to move on."
What Walton would really enjoy
is beating the Irish and then playing Kansas in the regional final
Saturday. The Wildcats and Jayhawks have already met once this
season. when Arizona won 91-74
after rallying from 20 points down
at Kansas on Jan. 25.
The Wildcats are still around
because Walton grabbed the
rebound after Gonzaga's Blake
Stepp missed to end a 96-96 double overtime victory in the second round last week.
"Our confidence is extremely
high after that game," senior Rick
Anderson said.
The Irish survived two close

games in Indianapolis last week
to reach the final 16 for the first
time since 1987. They edged Wisconsin-Milwaukee 70-69,then upset
fourth-seeded Illinois 68-60.
Notre Dame coach Mike Brey
said his team is unfazed by its
presence among three of college
basketball's most successful programs.
"Our guys have been living that
for a while," Brey said. "I think
you almost kind of relish it a little bit. It's a good position for us
to be in, to play fearlessly and
go after it. When we've been in
that position, we've played pretty
well."
The Irish stumbled before the
NCAA Tournament began, losing
four of five games, including a
first-round defeat against St. John's
in the Big East Tournament.
"I don't know if our sense of
urgency was great at that stretch,"
Brey said.

NO LUCK? ... Luke Walton
and West No. 1 seed Arizona
hope the Irish's eyes are not
smiling after tonight's regional semifinal contest against
nemesis Notre Dame.

MHS Baseball Preview

Tigers look for encore
to match 2002 success

File Photo

KEY COMPONENT ... Senior right-hander Ed Baust, shown
here delivering a pitch duriing last year's First Region
championship game, is the ace of a deep and talented
Murray High pitching staff.

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Cary Miller has been associated with many good teams during his long tenure as the Murray High baseball coach.
However, Miller would be hardpressed to pinpoint one that had
more success than his 2002 Tiger
baseball team.
Despite having just two seniors, a spirited band of Tigers
ripped through the First Region
Tournament and all the way to
the Western Sectional finals during a 21-9 campaign.
Leading Webster County 4-1
in the final inning of the Western Sectional final, Murray was
just orie. out away from advancing to the state final four. But
four Trojan runs ended the Tigers'
dream sewn.
"We had a really great year,"
Miller said. "We had a good
group that was focused on the
task at hand, and they achieved
a lot. ... It was a great accomplishment for having only two
seniors."
With a roster heavy on upper-

classmen - seven seniors and
five juniors — and long on talent, the Tigers have a solid chance
to raise the bar even a little higher this spring.
"I think the sky's the limit- for
this
bunch,"
Miller noted.
Indeed, there
is good reason
for optimism in
the MHS camp,
considering the
Tigers'
returnees. However, Miller's
only problem
Miller
may be making
up for who's not back.
Replacing just two seniors doesn't sound like a big deal — until
you consider just who the Tigers
lost.
Miller and the rest of the Murray coaching staff is still deliberating on how best to cover for
the loss of the double play combination of shortstop Mario
Lawrence and second baseman
Matt Kelleher.
The duo combined for a total

Monday night in New Orleans.
During their 25-game tear,
they're winning by an average of
17.3 points. In five postseason
games including the SEC Tournament, they've held each opponent
under 40 percent shooting.
"We stop our man. And if you
get beat, you have..your teammates
to help you out," Bogans said,
explaining Kentucky's defensive
philosophy.
"We haven't really faced any
teams exactly like Wisconsin. I
don't think they are a transition
team that likes to get out and run.
They try to slow it down .and get
into their offense."
The Badgers (24-7) do a good
job ,of. protecting the ball, averaging oniy 10.3 turnovers this season.
They are deliberate when they •
need to be, make as many passes as needed for a good shot, but
won't hold the ball until the shot
clock is ready to run out.
Still, their biggest problem
against Kentucky's great athleticism
might be getting the ball up the
floor and finding a comfortable
tempo that allows players like Penney room to operate.
"They put great pressure on the
guards and get a lot of easy baskets by creating turnovers off the
perimeter," said Devin Harris, the
Badgers' primary ballhandler.
"They like to get after you full
court and cause you to speed up
your game," said Freddie Owens,
whose last-second 3-pointer beat
Tulsa in the second round and
propelled the Badgers to Minneapolis.
"What they try to do is speed
you up and throw you off."

of 35 twin killings from their
middle infield positions and led
the Tigers in nearly every offensive category. Plus, they served
as the team's emotional leaders.
-Trying to fill those voids is
going to be tough," Miller conceded. "They'll be hard to replace
because they meant so much to
our team.They're probably as good
as I've ever had here.
"We've got a number of kids
who can play those positions. But
we just don't know what the right
combinations are, and we won't
know for a while."
The leading candidates at shortstop are senior Blake Rayburn
(.293 batting average), sophomore
Zach Baker and freshman Hugh
Rollins. Possible replacements at
second include juniors Ryan Cobb
(.355), Kyle Erwin (.301) and
Jordan Kelleher and freshman
Antonio Kendall.
"All of those guys did a good
job offensively last year," said
Miller. "Defensively, we want to
make sure that we can make the
routine play. We got --poiled last

• See Page 9

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Lady Vols burst
out of their locker room, pass a
picture of Chamique Holdsclaw
with the rest of the 1997 national championship team and run
onto the court at Thompson-Boling Arena.
The thousands of orange-clad
fans remain standing and clapping
until the Lady Vols score their
first point.
Then the crowd hushes a bit,
and a familiar voice hollers,"Good
job, ladies!" Later. it's "rebound,
Ty, rebound!" Then "she's palming the ball" or "three seconds."
The sound of coach Pat Summitt's husband, R.B. Summitt,
yelling encouragement to the players or derision toward the opposing coach and officials, is just
another part of Tennessee's homecourt atmosphere.
The top-seeded Lady Vols will
try to take advantage of playing
at home again this weekend in
the NCAA Mideast Regional.
Tennessee, which won in the
first two rounds in the subregional
to increase its NCAA Tournament
home record to 42-0, will play
fourth-seeded Penn State on Saturday. No. 2 seed Villanova and
No. 6 seed Colorado will play in
the other regional semifinal.
In the cavernous Thompson-Boling arena — its 24,535 seats pared
down to 17,400 for the tournament — it's hard to imagine a
player being able to hear a particular person in the stands.
"He's a voice that kind of sticks
out in the crowd because he's sitting right there," Tennessee junior Tasha Butts said. "He's always
like, 'Good job, Tasha! Good hustle!' His voice is very distinctive."
R.B. Summitt's voice doesn't
conflict with his wife's yelling
instructions to the players. He sits
across the court froth the team
benches, not behind as many coaches' spouses do.
President of a local bank, R.B.
Summitt has a good view of everything from section 121, row 1,
seat 12, which is directly behind
press row and the radio and television announcers.
"I like to see (the players')
expressions (on the bench)," he
said. "It's like sitting across the
table from someone."
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Haverstock and Suitor
Insurance Agency

State Auto
kvsurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
Van Haverstock

211 S. 12th St • Murray, KY • 753-3415

NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Semifinals
At Minneapolis

EAST REGIONAL
Semifinals
Al Albany, N.Y.

Today
Wisconsin (24-7) vs Kentucky (31-3), 6 10
pm
Marquette (25-5) vs Pittsburgh (26-4), 8:40
m
WEST REGIONAL
Semifinals
At Anaheim, Calif
Today
Notre Dame 249)(
vs Arizona (27-3). 627
pm
Duke (26-6) vs Kansas (27-7) 857 pm

Friday
Oklahoma (26-6) vs Butler (27-5), 6:10
m
Syracuse 126-5i vs Auburn (22-11). 840
pm
SOUTH REGIONAL
Semifinals
At San Antonio
Friday
Connecticut (23-9) vs Texas (24-6) 627
m
Maryland (21-9) vs Michigan State (21-12)
857 pm

NCAA WOMEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
MIDEAST REGIONAL
Semifinals
At Knoxville, Tenn.

EAST REGIONAL
Semifinals
At Dayton. Ohio

Saturday
Villanova (27-5) vs Colorado (24-7), 11
am
Tennessee 130-4) vs Penn State (26-8).
1 30 p m
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Semifinals
Al Albuquerque, N.M
Saturday
Duke (33-1) vs Georgia (21-9), 8 pm
Texas Tech (28-5) vs New Mexico (24-8),
10 30 pm

Sunday
Connecticut (33-1) vs Boston College (228), 11 am

Purdue (28-5) vs Notre Dame (21:10). 1-30,
pm
WEST REGIONAL
Semifinals
At Stanford, Calif

Sunday
LSU (29-3) vs. Louisiana Tech (31-2). 6
p.m.
Minnesota(25-5) vs Texas (27-5). 8:30
P.m.

Smith signs
with Arizona
PHOENIX (AP) — It took two
years for the Arizona Cardinals to
lay the groundwork to sign Emmitt
Smith. The next two will determine whether the NFL's career rushing leader made a mistake.
Smith signed a two-year contract with the Cardinals on Wednesday, adding the luster of his name
to a franchise that might be capable of tarnishing it. Somehow, the
Cardinals convinced him they were
_S_Ommitted to improving.
He certainly convinced them he

has some big games left.
• "There is still fire in that man
to play this game," coach Dave
McGinnis said after the Cardinals
announced the acquisition during
the NFL owners' spring meeting.
"He is filled with the desire to excel.
It transcends him."
Details of Smith's contract_ were
not disclosed, tiut it was thought
to be worth about $4 million a
year.
Smith, who turns 34 on May
15, did not attend the news conference. The team planned to introduce him — wearing his familiar

SportsBriefs
• Saturday is the final day to sign
up for the upcoming season of Murray Youth Sports Association baseball
or softball. Sign-ups will be held at
the Central Park Complex on Arcadia
Circle.
The entry fee is $45 per child, with
an additional $10 late fee, and includes
a jersey and cap for baseball plays
and a jersey for softball players. Registrations are also being accepted
through Friday at the Murray-Calloway
County Parks office on Payne Street.
Many YSA leagues will also hold draft
assessments Saturday. Parents wishing to register their children on Saturday need to be at Murray-Calloway
County Park 30 minutes before each
league's tryouts begin.
The U10 softball league will have
tryouts Saturday from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. at the field next to the car wash
on Arcadia Circle, while the Pony baseball league will have tryouts at 9 a.m.
(15-year-o4ds), 10 a.m. (14) and noon
(13) at Field 1 at the main park.
The Bronco (11-12) League will
have tryouts from 1-3 p.m. at Field 2
and the Mustang(9-10)League wiU have
tryouts from 2-6 p.m. at Field 4. The
Pinto (7-8) League will have a leaguewide clinic April 4 from 6-8 p.m. at

No. 22 on an unfamiliar, red-andwhite jersey — at its headquarters in Tempe on Thursday.
That's two weeks after Smith
paid his first free-agent visit to
the Cardinals. He wrapped up two
days of talks with McGinnis and
the front office on March 13 feeling exhilarated by the all-out push
to make him feel at home.
"We think Emmitt brings so
much to our program in terms of
his attitude, his desire and his
track record," said Rod Graves,
the Cardinals' vice president.
Smith's career with Dallas ended
on a low note — the Cowboys
wouldn't guarantee him a starting
job and then released him Feb.
27. McGinnis said Smith will start,
and also will help tutor young
running backs like Marcel Shipp,
wha led the Cardinals in rushing
last season in -his second year.
What the Cardinals couldn't
guarantee was a return to the Super
Bowl. Smith won three rings with
Dallas, but now plays for a franchise that finished 5-11 last season, has had just one winning season in 15 years and has been to
the playoffs only twice since 1947.

LexCath survives first round
By CHRIS DUNCAN
Lhampion Betsy Layne defeated 10th Region
AP Sports Writer
champion Campbell County 56-47 and Fourth
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) — Third- Region champion Clinton County routed 16th
ranked Lexington Catholic is considered one Region champiOh Boyd Coonty 74-54.
of the top challengers to Sacred Heart at this
Lexington Catholic got its first comfortable
week's Girls' Sweet 16.
lead of the game against the Commodores
The Lady Knights were lucky just to sur- (26-4) when Schell hit a 3-pointer from the
vive 'Wednesday's first round.
corner for a 56-51 advantage with 2:51 left
Sarah Schell scored seven of her 14 points in overtime.
in overtime to lead 11th Region champion
First-round action was to continue today.
Lexington Catholic to a 65-60 win over 14th
JOE IMEIJAP
Region champion Perry County Central.
WRAPPED
UP
...
Lexington
Catholic's
The Lady Knights (30-4) will play No. 7
Shelby County (29-4) in Friday's quarterfi- Anaris Sickles, right, battles Perry Counnals. Eighth Region champion Shelby County ty Central's Kayla Combs for a rebound
defeated Sixth Region champion Louisville Wednesday during the first round of
Butler 51-43 on Wednesday.
the Girls' Sweet 16 at Diddle Arena in
In Wednesday's night session, 15th Region Bowling Green.

III Tigers ...

MHS Baseball Schedule
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ior Dylan Volp (.363) in right.
Leading the way is Baust. The
year in the fact that we turned Senior Brandon Thurmond (.429). 6-10 right-hander distinguished
so many double plays."
sophomore Tim Masthay. Williams himself as the Tigers' ace last
Cobb, Rayburn, Baker and and Broker will all likely see spring, going. 5-4 with a 3.21
Kendall could all see time at time in the outfield as well.
ERA in just over 65 innings of
third base as well.
Baust, Hoover. and junior work. He struck out 44 and
A little more settled is the Dominique Hudspeth will each walked 27 while allowing 30
- first base job, which -will•-.-rotate see time as- the designated hit- earned -runs.
.
- between senior Ed Baust (.333, ter.
Joining Baust on the hill for
19 RBIs) and junior Blake Hoover
"I feel like we've got really much of the work will be Hoover
(.311) — depending on
. which good team speed," Miller said. (4-4, 3.78). Rayburn (8-1, 2.18
one is on the mound.
"When we got on base last year, in 41 innings) and Thurmond (2The Tigers are also deep .and we were able to bunt the ball 0, 3.33, 21 innings). Swain, Baker
talented at the catching position and get into scoring position. We and Masthay will also see time
with seniors Nathan Williams also ran the bases with a lot of on the mound.
(.382) and Todd Broker (.376) intelligence."
"I felt like we did a really
expecting to see much of the
Without a doubt, the strongest good job on the mound last year,"
action. Sophomore Taylor Hous- post on the Tiger roster can be Miller said. "We didn't walk
ton will provide insurance.
found on the mound. Murray, many batters, and we did a good
The outfield remains intact with which posted a dazzling team ERA job making the other team hit
Erwin in left field, fleet-footed of 2.85 during the 2002 cam- the hall and letting our defense
senior Austin Swain (.446, 31 paign, is talented enough to go make the play. ... We should be
stolen bases) in center and sen- seven deep.
very solid in that area.-

James shines in
McDonald's game
CLEVELAND (AP) — LeBron James left his hometown fans
with something more to remember.
The I8-year-old star, an almost-certain No. 1 pick in the NBA
draft, scored 27 points in leading the East to a 122-107 victory
over the West on Wednesday night in the McDonald's All-American high school basketball game.
James, who didn't hit a shot outside five feet, added seven
rebounds and seven assists. He received
standing ovation as he
received the MVP trophy from former UCLA coach John Wooden.
Many of the record crowd of 18,728 at Gund Arena came from
James' hometown of Akron, about 40 miles away.

• Old School Wrestling will be holding a full card of professional wrestling
action in Murray on April S.
The event — a fund raiser for the
WestView Nursing Home's Relay For
Life Campaign — is scheduled to begin
at 7 30 p m at Murray High School's
Tiger Gymnasium All tickets are $5
with the entire night's gate receipts going
to the. WestView Relay cause
Tickets can be purchased by calling WestView at 767-3679.

MURRAY
660 N. 12th St.
Behind Cracker Barrel
(270)753-6272

Maytisid
April 3-5
Milan Invitational
April 8
Lyon County
April 9
Lone Oak
April 10
Heath
April 12
Ballard Mem (DH)
April 14
St. Mary
April 15
Murray High
April 17-19 All 'A Tourney
April 22
Marshall County
April 23 _Livingston, Central
April 24
Paducah Tilghman
April 26
Cape Central (Mo
April 28 Univ School Jackson
April 28
Jackson Christian
April 30
Mayfield
May 1
St Mary
May 2
Lone Oak
May 3
Hop Central (OH)
May 7
Marshall County
May 8
Heath
May 10
Ballard Mem. (OH)
May 13
Paducah Tilghman
Hickman County
May 14
May 15
Lyon County
May 16
Calloway County
May 19
Hickman County
May 21
Fulton County
May 22
Graves County
May 26
District Tournament
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Jackson Purchase
Medical Center
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MURRAY
ROTARY SOAP
BOX DERBY E
.
E

ISTRATION/ORIENTATION
SESSION
April 1ST and 8m • Pagliai's Restaurant

Walter's Pharmacy

ALL ENTRANTS MUST ATTEND A SESSION AND
PRE-REGISTER BEFORE ATTENDING A CONSTRUCTION
CLINIC OR BEING ALLOWED TO RACE.
April 8th is final registration and all entries must be in by this date.

604 S. 12th St.• 753-7688

CCHS Girls' Softball*
Booster Club
4
would like to invite everyone to

MEET THE LADY LAKERS
SOFTBALL DAY

$t',

— FINAL INSPECTIONS —
May 22nd & May 27th
at the former National Scouting Museum
IN
El
IN
mi
IN

All cars will be locked down and inaccessible after final inspection All cars to

have final weigh-in at this time. All dnvers with last names A-L attend first
session May 22nd. All drivers with M-Z attend second session May 27th

RACE DAY: May 31, 2003• 8:00 a.m. to Finish
16th St. in front of National Scouting Museum

Sponsored by Murray Calloway County Hospital
www.murraysbd.homestead.com

SATURDAY, MARCH 29
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
9 a.m.
10 a.m.
11 a.m.
12 p.m.
*
4t 1 p.m.

100 Inning Game
Start Of Our Silent Auction
Home Run Hitting Contest
Meet The Lady Lakers
End of Silent Auction and
100 Inning Game

*
4'
*

Field 3.

For more information about each
league, contact league presidents Tami
and Mark Winchester (U8, U20 softball) at 753-2808, Jon Carpenter (U10)
at 759-1036. Sammy Cunningham (U14)
at 753-4565, Mitch Grogan (Shetland
I & II t-ball) at 435-4644, Dan Wann
(Pinto baseball) at 753-0175, Alan Lollar (Mustang) at 753-5621, Lance MIson (Bronco) at 759-9040, Jerry Wade
(Pinto) at 767-0773 or Craig Miller
(Colt) at 435-4158.
The U20 softball and Cott (16-18)
baseball leagues are both still in need
of more players. Registration for both
of these leagues will be kept open
through -mid-April.
For additional information, contact
YSA president Tab Brockman at 7670075 or 559-8534 or visit the YSA
website at www.eteamz.corntysa.

Opponent

Ophthalmologist, Eye Care Specialit
Cataract SI Laser Surgeon

7.1
•
r-

A new product-to-clean-and clear
your nasal passages of allergens,
dust mites, pollens, pollutants,
and other irritants that collect in the
nose. Use daily to keep sinuses and nasal passages
clean and clear. Sold on 100% money back guarantee,
at independent drug stores.

Date
April 1

Johnny W. Williams, M.D.

(Snuffle

%)<0MSU Tennis
Men
MSU 4, Southern Indiana 3
Wednesday
Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts
Singles — Paulus Halim (US!)
def. Thiago Gondim 7-5, 6-4;
Weston Phillips (US1) def. Adam
Maskill 6-2, 4-6, 7-5; Zakaria
Bahri (MSU) def. Bharesh Chadda 6-3, 6-1; Masimba Muskwe
(MSU) def. Ryan Hughes 6-4, 76; Richema Mourad (MSU) def.
Daniel Halim 6-1, 6-0; Chris
McCreight (US!) def. Craig Jacobs
7-5, 6-1.
Doubles — D. Halim/P. Halim
(US!) def. Maskill/Muskwe 8-4;
Gondim/Bahri (MSU) def. Chadda/Weston
Hughes
8-2;
Mouradllacobs
(MSU)
def.
McCreight/R. Hughes 8-6.
Today — Southern Illinois vs.
Murray State, 2:30 p.m.
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_SirsciroF,eso. .S'cz visitvsI

CARLIN'S
GRAND OPENING

MUN
SPE
K
CIA
LS
in
5?M-117M qim-iipm
Er

MON $1 DOMESTIC. DRAFTS
TUC' $4 DOM£STIC.. PITCHERS

REAR ENGINE
RIDING MOWER
10 HP • 30- Cut

49900

WED Vs

' .... ....c._
41101

with a

Ili1

--

MARGARITA PITC.HERS

THURS $2 WELL DRINKS

759-3663

ir

with Special Guests

MUR-VEGAS ALL STARS*
SAT.29TH @ 9 PM

FREE GRASS CATCHER
(while supplies lost)

SNAPPER
Your Authorized Genuine
Snapper Parts Dealer

J
i %1

1510 CHESTNUT
AT FIVE POINTS

algitz<

kiOUV-S: MON - SAT
10 - 30 PM - MIDNIGHT
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Classifieds
klarray Ledger & rinses Fair Housing Act \ober

ADJUSTMENTS
Ashenisers are requested to check the first
insertion 01 their ads tor any error Murray
Ledger & Times wok be responsible to. only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be repon-

ed invneckatery so correcoons can be made
AD DEADLINES
Fri 11 a.m.

Monday

Friday.

Mon. 11 a.m.
Mon. 5 p.m.
Wed. 11 a.m.
Wed. 5 p.m.

Saturday

Thur. 12 p.m.

Tuesday.
Wednesday
Thursday

All real estate alsertised herein o subject to the federal Farr
Housing AI whish makes it illegal ro advertise ans pieterense.
'mutation or diwnntination based on f.b.C. COIC,f religion sex
ii.exift.çr. familial stilliS or 11411l1011•11 011gtfl, Of IINtrai0f1 ..111.
4.111,
h preferences. limitations Of
forbid dissoniinarisin in the sale rental or
real estate based ot fasittf, in addition to those protested
era! law
Slate Lir.r

Orldt• "

04 will not knowingly a:sept ans adsertising tor teal estate at
is ins 104[1011 ltt ale lass All persons ore herebs informed Mal
dwellings adsenised are as ailable on 411 C411.11
ipportund s basis
For tunhei assistance with Fall Housing Advertising
[clutrcrucnt, vasiNNAl',‘un.ri Rene P

•

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
140
150

40.111010.
OOOOOOsot..

155
160
165
180

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Parts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
360
370
380
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Pans
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

$7.25 column Inch, 60'i Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within ti Day Period

$2.60 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
LINE Al)S
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
tem extra for Shopper Am.Classified, go Into Shopping Guide $160 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit
any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.
Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Help Wanted

Legal
Notice
EASTSIDE BP Storage
119 Main has taken possession of units #24 & 20
and will offer contents for
sale on March 28th at 2.00
p m for info call 753-6266
020
Notice
PHONE bill to high"
Call anytime, anywhere
in USA free on
your home phone
No hidden charges
(270)247-2278

$5 Dependable and enthu
siastic person needed
part-time and full-time for
local business Full time
12 noon-9p.m Part time
5p m -9p m 753-5477
ASSISTANT for chiropractic office. Must have basic
clerical skills and excellent
personality for dealing with
people Experience in Insurance desired. To apply
call. (270)759-1116
BRITTHAVEN of Benton
has a opening for Admission Coordinator A great
opportunity for an energetic go getter LPN.
knowledge of Medicare &
Medicaid preferred Apply
in person at
Britthaven of Benton
Hwy 641 S.
Benton, Ky 42071
EOE/AAE

REUNIONS'
) Graduation?
Mother's Day? Give a
copy of Calloway County
Pictorial
Call
759-4938
753-2350
753-7870
SANDRA D's Diner
Hwy 94 East
BRITTHAVEN of Benton is
•We now have Baked
accepting is now hiring for
Potatoes and Decaffeinat- afternoon LPN & CMA
ed Tea at Lunch.
Apply in person at Brut-New Dinner Special:
thaven of Benton Hwy 641
Grilled Chicken with
South Benton, KY 42025
Swiss Cheese and
EOE AAE
Mushrooms
CLEANING service
•For every Pink Gum ball
seeking a few good peoyou get out of our Gum
ple. Quick advancement,
ball Machine, you receive
and can lead to supervise!
a free kids meal
placement. Apply by appointments only. Call Beverly
759-4222.
leave
name, phone number and
reason for calling.
DEPENDABLE person fo
part time work in very
small garden and flower
flexible
beds.
Hours
WATER Garden Goldfish- Phone 751-3(4_53
DRIVER
are here!
Driver no loading zone
Murray Bait Company
beacuse you love to drive
94 E . Murray
and nothing else. Earn Lir:
050
to 38c cpm No Loading or
Lost and Found
Unloading, No Forced NE
or Canada. Guaranteed
FOUND Black male Lab
Home Policy, 2000 or
newer Conventionals. 1 yr
OTR exp., 23 yrs old.
Class A CDL w/HazMat reFOUND Small white & quired. Owner Operators
black female dog on Echo- Welcome. $1500 Sign-on
t)nroigh Dr 753-2376
Bonus for a Limited Time
Reward $100
Only PTL 1-800-848-0405
Lost Beautiful 3 year old FULL time position with
boxer, red & white with large Murray church Rebobtail, ears not clipped. sponsible for building and
Orange collar with name. grounds
maintenance
address, & phone on it
Must be dependable and
Call (270)437-4985
able to perform basic reTHIS space is reserved
pairs Competitive salary,
the day might come.
no
health
insurance
Your pet has strayed
Please send application to
can't find its way home. PO Box 1040-F, Murray,
KY 42071
Just give us a call, we'll SPORTSMAN'S ANCHOR
be glad to help,
MARINA, needs store
Your loved one we'll
clerk, run register, calculatry to find,
tor experience, take reserCause we all have Furry vations for boat slips and
or Feathered Friends.
boat rental, fishing & boatHere at the
ing knowledge helpful.
Ledger & Times.
Must be able • to work
weekends and holidays as
scheduled- retirees welCall 753-1916
come- seasonal work. Call
Monday thru Friday 9 to 4
only, for application and in'

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

Ledger &Times

060

Classifieds
270-753-1916

Help Wanted

060

060

060

010

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL/
AQUACULTURAL LABOR
DIVERSIFIED CROPS, ROW CROPS,
CATFISH
5-1-03 to 12-1-03

Wage, Min. of $7.20 HR. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools and equipment furnished.
housing provided beyond commuting area
Transportation and subsistence pay after
50 7r of contract complete. Contact KY Dept
of Employment Services

FIVESTAR
FOODMART
JOB FAIR EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITY
FiveStar FoodMart tformelly, Sas -A-Tont located in
Murray. KY will be conducting a job fair at Shoney's
on Monday, March 31 St from 9 AM to 4 PM for sales
associates. Applications will be accepted and interviews will be conducted. If these times are not con- venient, please contact Glenn Higdon at 1(800)9286648 ext. 3151 for an appointment to fit your needs.
Applicants must be neat. honest, friendly, and hard
working. Starting wage will be up $7.00 per hour for
third shift, plus paid vacation, holiday pay. retirement program, flexible hours, annual reviews and
merit promotions. You may also apply on line at
w w w.new coin boi .co m
Come join our team.
Women and minorities are encouraged to apply,
Newcomb Oil Company
An Equal Opportunity Employer

FORTUNE 500 COMPANY
Openings in your area. $35K$40K + full benefits package.
No experience needed, we train.
Call Now 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
759-5910 ask for Doug Smith
EOE/MF

NOW HIRING

Sonic Drive In

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come First Serve

GARDEN Helper
Spring clean up for beds
mulching. weeding. handyman chores 436-2005

Join the Team

Join the Team
"It's a Great Place To Work" says the Colonel.

'Sc are a progressive multi-unit KFC franchise with over 40
',ears of proven success in the restaurant business We are seeking
qualified supervisory and management candidates We have
immediate openings in the Mayfield. Murray and Calvert City

Immediate full and part time positions available We are in need of
Assistant Manager., Shift Supervisors& Team Members

• Drug Free Workplace
• Dental Insurance Available
• Blue Cross Blue Shield Insurance
• Bonus Compensahon
• Background Screening

Send Resumes to Phillip Marshall KFC • PO Box 40250
Tuscaloosa, At. 35404 • 205-553-8621 • marshallitimfkfc.com

cur

FULL-TIME LECTURER
PROFESSIONAL
in
WRITING, Department of
English and Philosophy,
Murray State University.
Non-tenure position to begin August 2003.
QUALIFICATIONS: M A.
in English or Professional/
Technical Writing by August 1, 2003, with emphasis in professional and
technical writing. Evidence
of good teaching and
scholarly potential required_ Ability to teach
Composition
preferred.
Proficiency in electronic
teaching technologies desirable. Professional experience as a technical writer
preferred.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Will
teach courses in Professional and Technical Writing and first-year composition.
APPLICATION
DEADLINE: April 15. 2003.
TO APPLY: Send letter of
application, curriculum vitae. placement file with
transcripts and three recent letters of recommendation addressing the
above qualifications/ responsibilities. and evaluations of teaching to: Professional Writing Search,
Department of_English and.
Philosophy, - Murray State
University, 7C Faculty
Hall. Murray. KY 420713341
Women and minorities are
encouraged to apply. Murray state is an equal education and employment
opportunity. M/F/D. AA
employer.

LPN needed Full-time in
Medical Office. Send Resume with references to:
Allergy & Asthma Clinic of
W. KY 2957 U.S. Hwy
041 N Murray KY 42071
NEEDED
immediately
Groundskeeper for Hilldale
Apts. 2 days a week guar217 S. 12th St., Murray
anteed. April thru October.
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
$7.00 per hour Must be at
least 18 years of age.
EOE.(270)437-4113
PART-TIME fence instalAGRICULTURAL WORKERS NEEDED
ler Experience preferred.
05/03/03 - 01/31/04
759-1519
05/06/03 - 12/31/03
PRINTING Opportunity.
05/06/03 01/05/04
Use your production skills
05/05/03 - 01/01/04
and leadership abilities as
Production
Manager.
Wages: Minimum of $7.20 per hour. 754 of
Salary in mid 30's, plus
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed.
benefits. 753-8802.
All tools will be provided at no cost. Free
PT Housekeeping Aids
housing provided to those beyond local
needed for seasonal resort
recruiting area. Transportation and subsiseast of Murray Canditence paid when 50% of contract is met.
dates must be dependaContact local State Employment Service
ble, available for Saturday
Office.
hours.and have reliable
car. (270) 436-2345.
The City of Murray is currently accepting
SEEKING Legal Secretary
with 3+ years experience.
applications for the position of two Electrical
Must apply in person at
Inspectors until 5:00 p.m. on April 7, 2003.
412 Tyson Ave. Paris, TN.
The inspectors will not be considered employPlease bring resume
ees of the City. They will be employed by con1731) 644-2373
SMALL company needs
tract. The specifications and applications
OTR driver, home weekmay be picked up in the City Clerk's Office at
ends sometime weekdays,
104 North 5th Street.
average
2,500
miles.
$650.00 week Must have
SEASONAL
Part-time 2 years OTR experience.
PAINTERS Needed.
Local painting contractor is available in Resort Coffee 25 years old, no accidents
recruiting experience pro- Shop Candidates must be Call 270)767-0191
fessional painters Must very dependable and able
have at least 4yrs painting to work early hours and
experience Please call change hours according to
753-6895 and leave mes- need. Position requires ba- A-1 House Cleaning Call
sic cooking, serving and Linda 759-9553
sage
clean up. Call (270) 436- BABYSITTING Would like
2345.
to watch your Child in my

"It's a Great Place To Work" says the Colonel.

•StaMng Satan 523K-535K
(depending on expenencel
9401 K with up to 2s match
• Paid Vacations
• Cafeteria Plan
• Prescription Drug Card

Help Wanted

Shift managers and crew members for
all positions and for all shifts. Must
be able to work days, nights and
weekends.
Apply at

FREE PALLETS

• Competitive Salary

• Bonus Compensation

• Paid Vacation,

• Background Screenings

• 401K with up to 25% match

• Promotion, From Within

• Drug Free Workplace
• Cafeteria Plan

• Flexible Hour,

If no applications are available call or write:
KFC • PO Box 40250 • Tuscaloosa, AL 35404
205-553-8621 • marshallajmfkfc.com

160
Home Furnishings

120

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

home during the day
$1200 a day five days a
week (270) 753-0575
100
Business
Opportunity
SELL Motor Scooters
dealers sought, work from
home or set-up a shop,
minimal investment, Tom
Taylor. 1-812-346-7505
<totaylor@seidata corn>

Computers
I
DOCTOR P.C. TM
We make house calls, diagnose and treat home
computer systems_ Specializing 'in: Otis infectiOns
system
general
and
health. We'll have your
computer back on its feet
in no time (270) 3822510. (866)853-9034.
Large Selection

USED
LAPTOPS
Keller's

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

OVAL Dining table, with
six chairs, oak. $450.
753cellent condition
1176.
180
Lawn & Garden
2002 JD Sabre mowe
14:5 horse, 42" cut. 28
hours. Mower is in new
condition. Call 435-4486
after 5.m
220

Computer Place
436-5933
140
Want to Buy
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.
heaters. air
ELECTRIC
conditioners, used carpeting,
refrigerators and
stoves. 753-4109
WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 836-4697 Six
days a week
WANTED: Riding Mowers
that need work. 436-2867.
150
Articles
For Sale
12X18 Portable wood storage building 2 years old
Call 759-1628, leave message
18 HP Husqvarna Riding
Mower, Hydrostatic .automatic drive, 2 years old,
46"
cut,
like
new,
$1,250.00. 767-9740 after
6:00.
.28' Fiberglass Ladder
$100.
*Mazda '86 good running,
needs reverse. $500.
436-5398.

Custom Built
Trailers at
Wholesale
Prices
(270) 759-5897
KID'S swing set $85 Boat
-sand box with sand $45
Both excellent condition
759-8885

PIANO for sale, beautiful
console, like new condition, 0 down, assume low
payments. see locally 1800-437-9757
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

db ovens, deck. dishwasher. $400 per month + dep.
Call 753-2319
2 Bedroom, No pets 7539866
OLDER 2br Country living,
garden spot. 1 or 2 person. 759-1837

50% SAVINGS
ON PRESCRIPTION MEDICATION
CALL (270) 761-1502
Murray, KY
CURIO, recliner, glider
rocker, bed spreads, curtains. rugs, lace table
clothes & doilies folding
door, oak tables, lamps,
large pots plants, glass
dishes 753-8005
D.G. Landscaping
& Nursery
Market Place
2938 St. Rt 94E
Opening March 28th
Bring
this ad receive $3.00 off
S15.00 or more purchase
Limited 1 coupon per
customer Expires 03/31/03
*Bedding Plants
*Vegetable Plants
*Aquatic Plants
•Produce
Cell # 748-8970

STRAW for sale
$2 00 bale
759-4718 Night
753-4582 Day
USED Western Saddle.
Wool/fleece blanket leather reins Good condition
Paid $375 00 for saddle,
asking $250.00 for outfit
498-8971

1-BDRM apt Available
late March Clean, walk to
MSU 753-2084
1br apartment, furnished
and all utilities paid. $285
month plus deposit Near
downtown. 753-3046
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 751-4444
2 Bedroom apartment,
$260. per month, $200
deposit, some utilities
paid W/D available. No
pets 767-9017
2 Bedroom Duplex,
1300 A Valley wood Drive.
$375,00 month 759-4406

ONE bedroom apartment
in
charming
Victorian
country setting. Newly remodeled. Large deck &
great view. Washer/Dryer,
refrigerator, stove. Very
quiet. Only $395/Mo. with
all utilities paid including
trash pick-up. 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Deposit and references required. 270-4928175.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

Houses For Rent

1 Bedroom apartment, furnished, near KY lake, no
pets 436-6105
1 Bedroom apartments, all
appliances at the Oaks
Apartments Coleman RE
759-4118
1 Bedroom, low utilities, no
pets 5225 month 7533949
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109

HAZEL 2br $300 a month
Deposit, lease. references
492-8526
360
Storage Rentals
CREEKVIEW STORAGE
$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
SIZE UNITS
AVAILABLE

753-3853
PREMIER MIN1STORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
SIBERIAN Husky Pups w/
Blue
eyes.
$150.
(270)436-6341
Leave
messa e

2 Quarter Horses, Geld
ings, very gentle, 1 Grey, 1
Buckskin, both registered.
Call 435-4201 after 4:00
p.m.
COMPLETE Tack &
Saddle Repair.
Cleaning & Oiling.
Handtooled Custom
Leather Work.
Belts, Billfold. Holsters,
Saddlebags & Purses.
1-866-746-5792.
FOR sale laying
753-6446

hens

HORSESHOEING
Jason Hargrove
251-3675
Real Estate
COMPLETE AUCTION
SERVICE
Wayne Wilson
Real Estate Broker
270-753-5086
Roger Stubblefield
Auctioneer
270-527-2931

440
Lots For Sale

VERY roomy 2BR. 2Ba LOTS for sale 3/4 acre
with garage, appliances (270)753-2592
furnished, 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
TWO LOTS
Call 753-2905

Apartments For Rent
1 Bedroom apartment near
MSU No pets 753-5980

340
Houses For Rent

AI

2 Bedroom Duplex, Clean,
appliances. 436-5685.
2BR brick duplex in city
school district, nice neighborhood, close to schools,
stores, restaurants, pets
with additional deposit.
16X80, 3 BD, 2BT, C/A/H, $385. p/mo. 753-8755 or
W/D H.U. $15,000. 759- 753-8854
0213.
2BR NEAR MSU
1984 Champion 14x60
Coleman RE 759-4118
$6,000. Call (270)3822BR., Duplex C/H/A
2642
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1993 Southridge 16x70, 4br, Diuguid Drive, Cole2br, 2 ba Large covered man RE
759-4118
front porch. $13,500 or
DUPLEX clean & Redecobest offer. Call after 5.00
rated in quiet area near
p m 753-8297
University & grocery, appli2BR, 12x70 partially furances $375 per month.
nished. $2,500. 437-4465
753-8096
before 8.130pm
EXTREMELY nice 2 BedRENT to own. 753-9866.
room Townhouse & Du*SHORT walk to the Lake- plex. Coleman RE 7593 Bedroom Doublewide, 2 4118
Baths, Large lot, 12x20 FORREST View ApartStorage Building woth ments 1213 N. 16th St.,
electric S32,000
now accepting applications
Call Today!
for 2br townhouses, basic
*$13,600- Doublewide with rent S345/ month. Call
3 Bedrooms, Fireplace, 753-1970. Leave Mesless than an acre lot,
sage. Equal Housing Opsold as, where is
()dimity
Call APlus Realty
NEAR University like new
437-3966.
large 2br central gas heat/
air. Low utilities, quite.
280
What you been looking for.
Mobile Homes For Rent
S410 (270)751-8828
NICE 2br furnished apt.
C/H/A. Close to MSU
15
2
bd.
bath
Coleman RE. 759-4118
Washer/Dryer, Eng,

MED-I-SAVE

120
Computers

DINING Table- 6 chairs
753-1841

/
Apartments For Rent

VISA

FOR SALE
B-3 ZONE
206/208 E. Poplar

2 Bedroom, C/H/A. Wash
er & Dryer Hook-up, no
pets $550 month + 1
month deposit 753-2259
or 527-8174

Phone # On Signs
460
Homes For Sale

3 Miles from town, 3 BR, 2 1 1/2 Story, 5 BR, Frame
Gilbert & 3rd
BA. dining room, living House
Hazel,
KY
room, utility, central h/a, Street
gas fireplace and garage. $18,000 489-2174, 489No pets Lease and deposit 2363
required. Call 753-5719
3-4BR, 2Ba, Large Barn,
5-acres land $40,000 Call
460
853-4517
Homes For Sale

1 year old 3 Bedroom 2
Bath, All appliance &
Washer & Dryer (270)
753-7903 or 753-7813
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606

YOU SHOW US:
credit (not perfect)• Steady income histoi.,
WE SHOW YOU:
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
*Excellent freed rate - 30 yr.

•Average

Global Mortgage Link
Gerry Puckett •Jacquelyn Watson •Patty Butler
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite Ft

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Public Auctions

Public Auctions

AUCTION
We Lost
Our

Leese

Public Auctions

ABSOLUTE ESTATE AUCTION

TWO ABSOLUTE AUCTIONS
ABSOLUTE AUCTION #1

SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 2003
10:00 AM RAIN OR SHINE

GARY'S
DISCOUNT'444
"1

At the home of the Late Ruby Dell Mahan Hale, 1411 North 4th Street or
2075 Hwy. Mueray, KY. From Roy Stewart Stadium take 641 Hwy. North
1 mile to 2075 Hwy. turn Last go 6/10 Mile to Auction Site. Signs Posted.

Thursday April 3, 2003• 10:00 A.M. j
LocktioN: 222 Railroad Ave., Murray, Kentucky. Front the

REAL ESTATE - VEHICLES - ANTIQUES - PERSONAL PROPERT1

Court Square in Murray travel 94 East to Railroad Ave.

HUMPHRIES TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
CONINILK('IAL tit 11.1)IN(. AN!) I ()I

197 Memorial Dr., Paris, TN • 731-644-3821

27,600 SQU RI FEET BRICK RI 11.1)IM.

AUCTION

INVESTMENT/BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY
EXCELLENT BUILDING
FOR STORAGE BUSINESS

Tuesday, April 1st
10:00 a.m.
REAL ESTATE - 1-1/2 Story brick home, 3 bedrooms. I bath, living room, formal dining room, kitchen-den combination %/fireplace. central heat & wall air,
attached I car carport w/storage.•

Gary's discount last day of business will
be Sunday, March 30th, anyone wanting to
see fixtures to be auctioned may stop by
and look.
Auction will be at two locations
197 Memorial Dr. and 209B Memorial Dr.
**PARTIAL LISTING**
•Surveillance System
wiRecorcier and Cameras
'Alarm System
.5-6 ft Glass Showcases
.4-Check Out Counters
'Approx. 100 Shopping Carts
.2-Portable Showrooms
•Small Office Safe
*Wall Lockers
•4-Knife Display Cases
'Office Desk
*Display Tables •
.16 ft. Long Wood Warehouse Racks
*16 ft. Long Wood & Metal
Warehouse Racks
'Wind Chime Display Rack
'2-Rubbermaid Service Carts
w/2 Shelves
•File Cabinet
09 ft. Warehouse Cart Float
*Key Chain Racks
'Shelf Sign Holders
'Shelf Fencing
•Peg Hooks
.2-8 ft. Long Extra Wide
Metal Shelves
.1 - 48 ft. Double Sided Double
Shelved Table Top Rack To
Display Flower Stems

'Double Side Gond°lia Metal
Shelving With 3 ft. Shelves
over 440 ft.
'Metal Shelving - Wall Style
With 3 ft. Shelves over 400 ft
*Wall Shelf - Mirror Backed
Glass Shelves - 33 ft. Long
'Roll Around Dump Bin Tables
*Utility Racks
.2 Pallet Jacks
'Wood-Cabinet Style
Wall Shelf w/Glass Dividers
Shirt Display Rack
*Battery Operated
3 Wheel Chair Cart
Pace Saver Plus 3
*Conveyor Rollers
'Dump Tables
03 ft. End Cap Racks
'Fire Extinguishers
'Steel Racks
.2-Bin Display Rack
w/Bottom Storage
and Top Display Platfore
60 ft. Long Each
Can Be Taken Apart
'Microwave
'Microwave Cart
'Round Dining Table

'Wire Chrome
3 Stacked Wire Display Rack
Roll Around Over 35 Racks To Sell

eNee Chrome

'Glove Display Rack
*2 - 2 Tier Roll Around
Dump Bin Rack
'Nut-Bolt-Washer
Metal Display Bin
'All Kinds of Metal Racks

*Big 6 ft. Tall Spin Around
Sectioned Chrome Display Bin
•Magazine or Book Display Rack
'All Kinds of Wicker and
Metal Racks

4 Stacked Wire Display Rack
Roll Around Over 25 Racks To Sell

All Kinds of Store Fixtures
Also: Display Merchandise
•Some New Merchandise
•Case Lot Merchandise
•All Types of Goods

APARTMENT - I bedroom, living room, kitchen-dining combination. I bath.
central heat & air, hardwood floors. Nice and Ready To Rent. All this is setting
on 1.650 Acres with City water & sewer. You May View This Property Any
Time Before Auction Date By Contacting Selling Agent kr) 270-674-5523.
TERMS - 10% Down day of Auction, Cash Balance With Passing Of Deed
Within 30 Days. Possession With Deed.
AUCTIONEERS NOTE - Real Estate will be selling Absolute to the highest
bidder kr' 12 noon. After Real Estate sells we will sell car, truck & coins.
Approx. 1 p.m. we will be going to 2 Rings selling tools, mowers and misc.
FOLKS THIS IS ONLY A PARCEL LIST. COME PREPARED TO STAY A
WHILE.
FURNITURE - Oak square china cabinet, flat top trunk, round top trunk.
Eastlake style walnut rocker. Singer feather weight sewing machine. large cedar
chest, side tables, odd couch, wing back chairs, oak rocker and other rockers.
chifforobe. recliners, 2 Jenny Lind 1/2 beds, ladder back chairs, round oak
kitchen table. 4 piece pineapple poster bedroom suite. 1950's large poster bedroom suite, odd bed, odd chest. Duncan Phyfe drop leaf table. Duncan Phyfe
dining table w/6 chairs and matching hutch, several nice old pictures & frames.
GE refrigerator, Crosley refrigerator. 2 Enterprise apt. size electric range, like
new Kenmore auto. washer.

COINS - (12 piece Gold Type Coin Set - LIBERTY HEAD 1906 Quarter Eagle.
1897 Half Eagle, 1901 Eagle, 1904 Double Eagle. Type I Dollar, INDIAN
HEAD Type 2 Dollar, Type 3 Dollar. Three Dollar. 1909 Quarter Eagle. 1909
Half Eagle, 1910 Eagle, 1908 Double Eagle.) 1942 Walking Liberty 1/2 Dollar.
8 1823-1890 Silver Dollars. 16 Eisenhower Silver Dollar 1970's and
Bicentennial and several other coins.
QUILTS & LINENS - 8 or more Quilts & Tops - Flower Garden. Patch Work.
Double Wedding Ring. Red Bird and Others, Large Lot Of Vintage Table
Cloths, Blankets. I Lot of odd Material and doilies.
(TAR-TRUCK - 1985 Coupe DeVille Cadillac, fully loaded with 37,409 miles.
1980 Custom F-150 V-8 Automatic Ford Truck.
MISC. - 1950's Pedal Car Fire Truck. Vintage hats, purses and gloves. Vintage
jewelry and watches, mink stoles, cookware, odd & end silverware, small electrical appliances, old school desk, wood porch furniture arid metal yard glider.
MOWERS & TOOLS - Snapper II hp ele. start riding mower. Murray 20 push
mower. Ryobi sm. garden tiller, gas weed eater, B/D circular saw. Shop mate
saber saw, Power House 3/8 drill, Homelite chain saw. Detroit bench grinder.
electric polisher, sm. vise and belt sander, several hand & garden tools.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Joseph W. Thomason - App. Auctioneer
Licensed 8 Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333

"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Check us out on the Web! ,

Thursday April 3, 2003• 2:00 P.M.
LOCATION: 121 N. 13th St., Mayfield, Kentucky. Just Off West
Broadway On North 13th Stret.

CONIMIERCIAL BUILDING AND LOT 5,000
SQUARE FEET 2 STORY BRICK BUILDINC
REAL ESTATE: J.B. HUMPHRIES
WAREHOUSE.
Two Story 50'X 109' Brick Warehouse
With Apartment. Wood Flooring, Heat &
Air For Apartment, Corner Lot With Great
Parking.
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE!
Terms: 15% Down Day of Auction. Cash Haien( V% it h
From Auction. Possession of Property with Deed.

(270)
247-3253
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ABSOLUTE AUCTION
150 ACRES +/- TIMBER it LAND

520

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
SAT. APRIL 5TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY
Plan To Come Sperna Ma Day
It Only Happens Twice a Year..

100'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION

SATURDAY, APRIL 5th, 10 A.M.
BIG SANDY,TENNESSEE
DIRECTIONS: From Hwy.69 At Big Sandy Co East on
Danville Rd.,9 mi. to Properir

Exceptional Timber Tract
Timber Will Sell Doan to 20" Stump wi
24 Month Contract. it *WNW Be
Regrouped w/Land At Any Time
Limber Buyers - Cruise This Tract Early
Be Prepared to hid
This Tract Deserves Your Attention!!!
Frontage on Bass Ras Road & Dans ille Road
(;reat.Panoramic View of K•atfueky Lake
One Side Borders on Olcl Danville RR Track
Black Top Road Frontage - Electricits
•Prime Development Propertv•
I owe,t This. Properts Earl, & Be Prepared to Bid
SSII Be Offered in Tracts & As A IA hole

IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!
BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT TO THE FAIRGROUNDS

Services Offered
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AUCTIONEER & REL ESTATE BROKER
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Too? Clear
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REDUCED!!!
NICE older home, 2br. 1
bath, large shop in county
Call before 9pm S60.000
474-0202

Motorcycles & AN s
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690 Pickwick St. Savannah. TN 114172
460
Homes For Sale
38R, 2 1/2 bath, 2 car garage. gas fireplace. whirlpool tub Campbell Estates
$142,000 759-5286
7774 SR 80 E- Country
3br. 1 bath, full basement.
1 car garage, brick, with
an additional 1 acre lot
with septic 8 water, Mayfield (270)345-2749

NEAT, Clean, ready to
move in. 3 Bedroom, 1 1/2
bath, gas heat/air, new
roof, storage building.
large lot, great location.
1615 Belmont Drive 7599360

Vans
88 Plymouth van 753-5980
or 753-1203
500
Used Trucks

1990 Century, 55,000
miles, one owner, like new
condition
1601 Loch Lomand
753-3704
1993 Ford F-150, XLT.
1993 Cadillac Devine.
S W B loaded, V-8. auto,
128,xxx miles S2,875 Celt
high miles runs great
phone 293-0512

$$ Sold $S

NEAR KY Lake 1 Bedroom. 1 1/2 bath. 1 67
acres, 2 outbuildings

1988 H D Heritage Soft
tail, low miles, lots o
chrome, H.D. bags. 489
2559.
1996 Honda CVR 600cc.
F3, Yellow 8 Purple.
15,800 miles, excellent
condition, helmet, ioerocket jacket S3,750 5279298

1999 Honda Gold wing SE
50th Anniversary Edition
Pearl White w/Gold trim,
3500 miles, AM/FM Cassette. CB Radio, Two
Pearl White Helmets wintercom. One Owner Mint
Condition, selling due to
HOUSE & Horse Farm for health reasons
Price
sale Lynnville. KY area 514.500 00 Make an offer
382-2600
(270) 759-4160

CHEETHA 195 ES runabout 19' long low hours
has cassette stereo, depth
finder, swimming deck 8
ladder Very nice condition Call 435-4486 after
5Pm
DURA Craft 50 hp. Johnson, garage kept like
new Tilt trailer 759-8894
or 489-2922

1989 Olds 88. 109.000
miles $1,400 00 7599736

BY OWNER Spacious
Victorian home in Mayfield, built in 1906, beautiful carved woodwork, 5
FP's, 4 BR's, 2 baths, 3
living area, formal DR,
large kitchen, spacious
closets, zoned for combination business 8 residence use in historical
section of city Prided below market (270)251-2005

Boats& Motors

rar lissail This late Mardi
Amami Oval
TFItACTIDVIS —ALL SIZES!!
13AICK NE
IDI -S, - IDOZEIRIS
T-FalUIIMICS - TFIABILEIRIS
HAY EQUIP - LAWN ft GARDEN EQUIP
PLANTING A -TILLAGE EQUIP

Used Cars

Homes For Sale
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THE MAYFIELI3 OPEN

Real Estate & Auction

4110

(800)
3804318

DALE RAY HARRIS, BROKER/AUCTIONEER

COL PAUL WELKERSON & SONS
Loess Konticky 42061
(770)674-5623 or (270) 674-5669
Toll Freer/M-740-521 4
Fax (270) 874-65',
EMAIL wilkersonauctiontiwk net
Franklin Greg Wilkerson,(270)674.5946
Osenck liernclon (270y247-4743
APPRENTICE AUCTIONEER
APPRENTICE AUCT.ONEER
FRANKIJN .1. WILKERSON,(270)674-55110
AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BROKER
OUR Service cloesr. t cost ,1 PAYS'
Family Owned • Family Oriented

5% ithin 39 Days

Real Estate & Auction
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066

Refreshments by Pat Hardison • Ellen Dale & Pam Young Co-Exect.

IIIIMM.1019

Deed

HARRIS
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f her 80", Red Oak St White Oak SeYeral Thousand Fint of
Large White Oak Veneer Timber

After many years in business in Murray and Calloway County the
Calloway County Lumber Company is closing their doors and
has consigned the Dan Miller Auction Co.
to sell the remaining inventory.
204 North 4th Street • Murray, KY
Hacpc of new nuts, bolts & screws - small & large boxes of new nails - nee
screen wire - lot of replacement glass - new & used inside & outside doors new & used storm doors & windows - driveway seal - cool seal - new wood
window shutters - new molding - rack of new tools - large lot of picture frame
molding material - water cooler drinking fountain - new roof vents & turbo's large assortment of paint - peg board & masonite • wood louvers - 90 & 40
lb roll roofing - some vinyl siding including starter strips - some new 1" x 4"
long & grove flooring - roof coating - gable vents - 2 wheel dolly office desk
& chairs - display racks - electric tans - large & small tables - wood nail bin used power tools - hand & yard tools - bench grinder - 10" table saw - Brice
Crane Jointer plain • old furniture clamps - extra blades for the saw - 16' wood
extension ladder - 18" wood extension ladder - step ladder - garage door
tracks - large lot of angle iron - window weights - long bed pickup ladder rake
- nice 1994 F150 Ford XLT pickup with 78.xxx actual miles, V8. 5 0 motor
some lumber - and much more
Auction held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available. For more information call 435-4144

ABSOLUTE AUCTION #2

JAMES R. CASH
'`';'

LARRY BAUCUM AUCTION

Saturday, March 29, 2003 • 10:00 a.m.

Will Be Added Ii, I hi. Final Bid Sod Included In The Total t .iint reel Price.

THIS IS A 3 GENERATION COLLECTION OF MRS. HALE.

Sale Conducted by

PUBLIC AUCTION

REAL ESTATE: HUMPHRIES
TOBACCO CO. WAREHOUSE
Unlimited Buisness Potential Is Offered
With This 27,600 i Square Ft. Warehbii&e Building. Offeting AR Concfete
Flooring. I6x16 Overhead Door. 4- 9x12 Sliding Dodrs. 120'X230' Bnck
Building With Extra Lot 75'X 130' Building Had A New Roof In'2000. 150
Sq. Ft. Office Space. A Great Investment Opportunity!
Terms: 150! Down Day Itf Auction Balance In M/ Days. A Mc Bu!,ers Premium

GLASSWARE - Iris vase. Iris candlesticks. white Aladdin Lamp. Pressed glass
Blue Lamp, marble lamp. Gone With The Wind style lamp and several other
lamps. Service for 6 Maple leaf china Bavaria Germany. Service for 8 Ucagco
China w/extra pieces, gold egg nog set, blue ridge hand painted plates, green
vaseline pieces. Blue Willow platter. glass basket. Lemonade & Pink depression
pieces, old preserve stand. Hull handled vases. McCoy vase. Etched Crystal
Stemware, Cake Stands. cup & saucer collection.

TERMS: Cash or check with proper I.D Complete settlement day of
sale, irrevocable bank letter of credit made out to Larry Baucum
Auction, if not known personally by auction personnel.

Phone 642-1626
Larry Baucum, Auctioneer, Lic. #1585
Brian Foster, App., Lic. #5317
Firm #1314
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$3.750 OBO. 753-0278.

•1994 Ford Mustang GT. 87 Dakota 2250 080
auto,
loaded, 34,000 436-5309
miles. garage kept. practi610
cally new. 753-8755
Campers
•1996 Pontiac Firebird,
5 speed. 61.000 miles. 17 ft. Chrysler
boat, evan
$7,000 OBO 753-2168
rue motor
86' 32 ft Jayco Travel
1997 Toyota Camry LE
117.xxx road miles, one trailer, battery pack, awnowner. CD changer, pow- ing. 753-7768
er, at; $5.800 OBO 759- 1984 33ft. Prowler Camp3175, 753-9004
er. sleeps 6, new carpet
2000 Honda Civic LX 4- and tees, extra clean, gendoor, auto, all power, great erator. (2701 382-2472
gas mileage, 42.000 miles. 1990 Pace Arrow 37 mo$10.950 753-7668 Days torhome 30kmi 2 root
AC's. 2 furnaces. 2 TV's
753-4919 Nights
Washer/Dryer Generator
Full kitchen 8 bath Hy•98 Grand Am, White.
draulic levelers Sleeps 6
4-door, nice $4,900
•94 Mazda Ext Cab Truck, $19.600 080 Day 7534 OL V-6, Auto. Was 0530 Nile 489-2887
$3.950, Now 53.595
34 ft Motor home, cruise
•94 Ranger V-6, Auto, was
air II. very good shape
$2,495. Now $1.900
•95 Astro Van, 7 passen- Less than 38 mi Selling
ger. rear A/C. nice. Was due to health $9.500 4928152
$3.295. Now $2.995
•94 Cav Z24, 2-door, V-6, A 28 ft 5th wheel camper
Auto, Was $2.995, Now fully equipped
in excellent
$2.500
condition
located
at 216
.91 S-10 Blazer. 4x4. was
North 13th Murray 56.250
$1.950. Now $1,500
•97 Taurus, nice car 753-4731
$3.850
520
.2000 Nissan XTerra.
Boats & Motors
4X4.
30K
Black. SUV,
miles 512,900
753-1522
17 1/2 ft Pro Craft Bass
Boat with 150 h p
CLASSIC
1996.
4dr, Evinrude
Fuel imected.
White,
Buick
Regal rigged
for Crappie fishing
$4 850 0130 Lady driven
753-1364 after 5 00 p m
88.000 highway miles
Maintenance
records 1992 Glastron. 20 ft. 43
available, good gas mile- V-6 Chevy engine. cuddy
age. roomy family car cabin. lists $8,500. will
492-6196 or 301 Dee.s sacrifice $5.500
759Hazel
8458

530

853-1172

THERAPEUTIC
MASSAGE
Murray
www thegoldentouch us
A
affordable
hauling,
cleaning out garages, attics, gutters. junk, tree
work 436-5141
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING cleaning out sheds.
gutters, junk, tree work
Tractor work, landscaping,
lowing ert 436-2867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks. Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Pole Barns Metal Buildings, Fencing
Quality Workmanship
Licensed
753-7860 753-1194
AFFORDABLE Mower repair, tillers, go carts. etc
Tuneup
Specials
Pickup/delivery. 436-2867
AFFORDABLE Window
Treatments, Cushions, Pillows. Home Decor items
Also offering custom made
clothing and monogramming Sewing by Steven
753-6361

ALL CARPENTRY
Homes, add on's,
garages
pole barns, decks,
vinyl siding
Home 8 Mobile Home
repair
Water damage
Larry Nimmo
753-9372
753-0353

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113

BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn•Muich•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling
(270)416-5277
CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113

Cecil McLirod's
Small Engine Repair
753-9814
CLAY'S Mowing
Mulching 8 More
Days 871-7340
Nights 762-0040
LOOKING for someone to
Mow your Yard" Call 7532762 for a free estimate
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Your Home Improvement Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Metal
Roofing
manufacture.
Services

•Vinyl Siding & Fencing •Mobile Homes
•Bnck •All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
•We t'se Hot Water -Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone (270)767-0313
(270) 527-7176

I tavid Borders

Services Offered

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

driveway. Also land home packages

YARD/MOVING SALE

270-437-4838

5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

AHART & CULVER
SEPTIC INSTALLATION

Every Wednesday, Thursday & Friday 10-5
Every Saturday 10-1 until May 10
Inside A Piece of Cake 12th Street

#1 & #2 available in most colors

Also top soil and gravel

Call Metal Mall
1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

437-4838 or
270 559-4986
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWCK)D•CARPET

Your Ad Could
Wiggins Furniture
Be Here
For Only
$250°° Per Month!
A Bigger Selection -- A Better Pricel
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

CC
C)
•

VISA

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

,-7-7
E. 28c.,
WE DO!Over374 2.
Visit Our Showroom Today
3
ma
•
I
ofm•fe•
.••• KY

•
-J
>-

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

Commercial & Residential

767-9036 1

rfr
We Make Your Yard Smile
(270)759-8007
(270)519-6424
MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

T & W Roofing
30 years experience
753-8369

CONCRETE
Finishing Driveways.
Sidewalks, Patios
Free Estimate
(270)435-4619

FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.

LAWNS mowed
Call 489-2989

, Dependable Lawn Care Service
Total Lawn Care
*Mowing *New Lawn Establishment
*Existing Lawn Renovation *Seeding
*Fertilizing *Aerating *Rolling
*Weed Control *Mulching •Bushogging
*Tractor Tilling *Grader Blade Work

Free Estimates
Bob Wallace • Owner
( 2 7 0) 7 5 3 - 6 4 9 1
Statewide
Classifieds

Statewide
Classifieds

Ledgergjimes

1

I2s South of Mum to TOM TrOof Rood Right 1500 rink

BARROW'S
Lanthcape Installation & Maintenance
Lan it 11on ing • Sodding,
- Service Contracts Available -

Custom Remodeling, Additions
Restorations, Ceramic Tile,
Custom Bathrooms, Hardwood Floors
All Types of Roofing and Skylights

Phone 759-8705

Owner: Landon Barrow 4-

CUSTOM Sawing and
Drying Lumber and Hardwood flooring available
437-4138 Lv Message

HANDYMAN
Painting, concrete, masonry. carpentry. No job too
small (731)247-3015

MILLER'S Lawn Service
Push or ride
mow lawns
759-5234

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Tilting- Blade WorkBushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald L Carroll. Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 270-293-0163

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS. Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience Gerald Walters. 7532592

NEED A HANDYMAN?
Call Tony Knight 753-7495
or 210-7662. Small Construction. Metal work, yard
work, remodeling, Laminate flooring, and LOTS
more. Need help? Please
give Tony a call. (Has lots
of great references )

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Statewide
Classifieds

-17.
„,1

Cell Phone 836-7389

Quality References Available

LAWNMOWING,
Bush Hogging,
Garden Tilling
& Breaking
Phone Day 753-8588
Night 489-2533

Cracker Barrel
March 28, 29, 30

and
not-quite-so-new.

GREAT YARD SALE

YARD SALE

1014 Sharpe Street
Across from new Heritage Bank
near corner of 12th & Sharpe Street
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Antiques, glassware, books, frames, paintings,
wrought iron couch, chair, patio set, rocking
chairs, china, mahogany bed, dresser, cherry
drop leaf, glass door pie safe, butcher block,
carpenter table, fishing gear, boxes of
good stuff from attic, 26 ft. camper. Call
270-761-1317 to view furniture and camper.

200 Fleetwood
Circle #127 Riviera
Trailer Court
Fri. & Sat.
March 28 8 29
7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Motorcycle helmet,
rainsuit, CB radio.
radar detector,
vacuum for car

YARD SALE

"Relay For Life"

8 a.m.
50% on a few
overstocked,
out-of-season

Lawn & Landscaping

CONTRACTING
994-0388

MEDICAL
•EDITOR-KENTUCKY
STANDARD (LCNI tri•MEDICARE PATIENTS
•ENGINEERED STEEL
weekly, 9.650 circulation)
USING INHALERSBUILDINGS-Lowest prices in Bardstown. Stellar writAlbuterol-Atroventin 10 years. Factory secing (hard news, opinion,
Combwent-Sereventonds. freight damaged
features), editing, nose for
Azmacort-Flovent and
repos. thousands off, all
news, photography,
Others. Having Difficulty?
must go. No reasonable
Photoshop, page
Breathe Easy Again.
offer refused. 1-800-222design/pagination (quark)
Medicare covered liquid
6335_
are all musts. Organized,
therapy
may be available
knowledgeable, experi•HAS YOUR BUILDING
if you qualify. MED-Aenced_ News supervision
SHIFTED? Structural
SAVE 1-800-224-1919 ext.
preferred. Ron Filkins,
repairs of barns, houses
KY1203.
502-348-9003 x 119 or
and garages Call
resume to rfilkins@bardREAL ESTATE/REAL
Woodford Bros., Inc. for
stowncable.net.
ESTATE FOR SALE
straightening. leveling,
•""HOME BASED BUSI•LAKE BARGAIN $24.900
foundation and wood
frame repairs. 1-800-OLD- NESS"- Put your computer Free covered boat slip!
to work. Earn up to $1.500 Gently sloping lake view
BARN www 1-800-OLDper month PT $5,000 per
parcel w/nice mix of low
BARN COM
month FT. Free informarolling meadows & trees
BUSINESS
tion booklet. Call 1-800Abuts national forest on
OPPORTUNITIES
315-7435 or
35.000 acre recreational
www.work41self.net
•20. 40. 70, 1001cmo
lake in Tenn Paved roads.
Learn how to turn your
water, sewer. more
-IDEAL GIFTS by
yearly income into your
Excellent financing Call
FRIENDLY has openings
monthly income Not
now 1-800-704-3154. ext
for party plan advisors.
MLM No selling Serious
348
Call about our NEW
only Call 1-800-881-1540 Manager Program. Decor.
*LAKE CUMBERLAND,
ext 0030
Gifts, toys, Cash, Trips
KENTUCKY TWO NEW
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE Recognition. 1-800-488LOG HOMES in Twin
4875
Creeks Estates. One lake-SAWMILL $3895 NEW
www.friendlyhome corn
view, one interior or we
SUPER LUMBERMATE
*SALES agents wanted for can build on any lot.
2000 Larger capacities,
Owners 270-734-6053
options ATV accessories, local area calling on small
www.twincreekestates com
edgers skidders. www nor- businesses High weekly
commissions for indewoodindustries corn
•LAKE LOG HOME! 2+
pendent and experienced
Norwood Industries, 252
ACRES/S49.900 NEW'
salesperson Call Dennis
Sonwil Drive. Buffalo, NY
1500 sq ft. log home
Craven @ 502-228-9812
14225. 1-800-578-1363
package on Lake
Free information ext300-N or Email
Cumberland, KY. gordennis.craven@accessgeous setting, great views,
FOR SALE
comm.com
hardwoods, lake access,
•FREE 2 ROOM DIRECT
paved roads & financing.
-WANT TO BE A NEWSTV SYSTEM INCLUDING
Mins. to Cumberland
PAPER REPORTER'? But
INSTALLATION' 3 months
Point. Won't last. Call
don't have the training or
free HBO & Cinemax-S66
now!(800) 770-9311 ext
experience The Kentucky
value! Access 225+ chan927
Press Association and
nels' Digital quality picRESORTS RENTALS
newspapers across
ture/sound Packages
Kentucky are offering a
•PANAMA
CITY BEACH
offer
$31.99/mo Limited
three-week Journalism
Sandpiper-Beacon Resort
1-800-208-4617
Boot Camp, Monday. July
From $49 (1-2 p Arrive
14 through Friday. August
HELP WANTED
Sun/Mon • Free night
1 The camp will be at
3/30/03-5/21/03) Pools.
•SA-OKAY Put that comGeorgetown Collete with
nvernde tilo bar 800-488puter to work' $690-$5000
Monday
through
classes
per month PT/FT
8828 www sandpiperbeaFriday. Participants will
www freeworkfromhomeincon com
find affordable lodging at
fo.com 1-800-690-1461
TRUCK DRIVERS
nearby motels or can com24 HR recorded message
HELP WANTED
mute. $645 for three
-AVON-Entrepreneur
weeks of intensive Journal- -DELTA TRUCK DRIVING
wanted Must be willing to ism training, includes conACADEMY-16 Day CDL
work whenever you want, tinental breakfast and
AND HAZ/MAT TRAINbe your own boss, and
lunch on class days
ING. Free Job-Placement
enjoy unlimited earnings
Register by June 27 and
Assistance, Job Security
Let's talk 888-942-4053
pay Just $595 Contact the
Travel for a Living 1-800Kentucky Press
883-0171 DELTAACADE•$$$WEEKLY$$$
Association, (502) 223MY COM
Distributing Merchandise
8821 for full details,
-DRIVER-Up to $1500
on eBay We supply prod- course agenda and appliSign-On bonus! Flatbed
cation
uct No inventory No
Owner Operator (Discount
experience required Call
Parts & Service).
today for more info 1-800Company. and Lease
568-1636 ext 4763
Purchase Great pay,
Classiliels
bonuses & hometime'
270-753-1916
boyd Bros 888-617-7898
BUILDINGS

tvry 54'

5CERALIC TILE•COMP TILE • VINYL• HARDWOOD.'

Tom NANCE
=31

6

PORCH
SALE

767-9570
6 ft long glass case, 6 ft. tall octagon
glass case, desks, loveseat, glass top dining table & chairs, 15 cu. ft. freeze,', 3 door
commercial cooler - needs fan, various
shelves, numerous odds & ends, lots of
merchandise 1/2 price.

•

........
r.c.,1Wm,
%Or
...

Cash Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

TERRY'S LAWN CARE

Offerer]

Starting at S12.500
Price includes water, septic

DoYouNeedFurnitureand Bedding?

41.6111

S4NV Ices

LOTS FOR SALE

Buy direct.

We now

We Specialize in Cleaning"

530

30

JOHNNY WILLIAMS
PAINTING
•For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
-Interior & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors shutters
-No Job too small
-Free estimates
Please call 753-8858

T&D Lawn Service
Tree and Shrub Trimming
Other services available.
Quality service at
affordable prices.
Call for free estimate
753-0462 or 395-9915
WANTED
Yards to Mow.
All Yards will be Pushed
Mowed
If interested Call
753-8101
Rabbits for sale

ROD'S Lawn Mowing
Free estimates
Rodney Ray- Operator
(270)492-6193 (270)7520713

YARD Tech
Full Lawn Care,
Mowing. Landscaping.
437-4407.

RUBBISH/ Junk Removal,
we'll haul almost anything,
from attics to basements &
barns, odd lobs, Senior
Discounts (270)489-2583

SHUPE Nurseries
Landscaping & Design
service
Sedalia, KY
(270) 328-8488

Statewide
Classified!,

Statewide
Classifieds
-DRIVERS-TRACTOR
TRAILER New Model
Conventional Tractors
'Quality Home Time *Full
Benefits 'Regional & OTR
Positions. NO STUDENTS. ARCTIC
EXPRESS, Hilliard, OH
43026 1-800-927-0431.
WWW.ARCTICEXPRESS.COM
-$1,00 CASH BONUS for
qualified OTR drivers. 3
years flatbed experience
needed. Established
flatbed carrier looking to
expand. Peterbilt convenhone's, air-ride flats. Good
pay. good benefits.
Specialized Hauling, M-F.
7:00-5:30. Call 1-800-8310870.
-CATCH YOU ON THE
FLIP FLOP-CDI is now
hiring company •Owner
Operators 'Singles and
Teams •Loads with miles
available immediately! Ask
about our spouce-training
program Call 1 -800-CFIDRIVE www.cfidrive corn
-DRIVER-COVENANT
TRANSPORT-Hiring
Experienced Teams. Solos
and Trainers. 0/0Solos/Teams 83c. We are
looking for experienced
teams to run priority dispatch Call 1-888-MOREPAY (1-888-667-3729)

-DRIVERS TUITIONPAID TRAINING No credit
checks! No co-signer
needed! Why not start a
great career? Company
sponsored training prog.
Immediate full benefits
package. classes starting
weekly EXPERIENCED
TEAM/DRIVERS NEEDED ASAP! School grads
welcome! Call Tracy 800553-2778 EOE CRST
www.JoinCRST.corn
-OWNER OPERATORSLoads are here waiting for
you! Average $1.00 per
mile: No age restriction on
tractors: Trailers/Tags
Available . No forced dispatch: Don't wait to call!!
800-366-6361 www.crstflatbed.com
.DRIVER/OWNER OPERATORS: $2000 Sign-On
Bonus. Call today. Start
Monday! Great
Freight/Miles. Must have
CDL-A and 1 year OTR.
Call 800-473-5581 or
apply online www.robersondrivers.corn.E0E
*DRIVERS: Owner
Operators, OTR and
Drivers, Small Fleets welcomed. 53' Vans & 48'
Flatbeds. Mileage-PayLoaded & Empty. L & N
Transportation, Inc., 800663-7126, Louisville, KY.

*START 2003 With Epes.
Home Weekends,
—
Company drivers up to
$ 36 (includes bonuses);
Owner Operators $.83
plus surcharge w/7 incentives saving additional "
$9.5/mile CDL-A 2 years
OTR experience required.
1-800-948-6766.
www epestransport.com
-WANT A RAISE? 1 YEAR
experience PAYS
$.37/mile for company
drivers! More experience
pays more! Hometime!
Benefits! 12 mos. OTR
required Heartland
Express 800-441-4953
wwwheartlandexpress.corn
WANTED TO BUY
PURCHASING USED
Direct TV & Dishnet
Satellite Receivers &
Systems. Paying CASH'
No large dishes or
Primestar Have Receiver
Model Available 1-800338-2302.
•DRIVER-FREIGHT's
moving! Flatbed drivers
needed. Sign-on Bonus,
Home Most Weekends.
Meals, Lodging,
Transportation. 6 months
experience required M-F,
7 a-5 p. Sat. 8a-12p 800441-4271 ext.-ET135.

'toff couvAt ptoorociwor
Saturday, March 29th 10 a.m. until 2:30 p.m.
at the Murray Ledger & Times

All proceeds go to
Relay For Life
Photography provided by

BOAZ

GENE
koi.ogroplm

Packages from $7 - $24
•Pre-payment is required on March 29th
(Checks or Cash Only)

Sponsored by

MURRAY

&

EDGER
RELAY FOR LIFE TEAM

GARAGE
SALE
315 North 5th
Street
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. - ?
Antiques, bedding.
home health
supplies,
lots of misc.
AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY RELAY
FOR LIFE
YARD SALE

2209 Quail Creek Dr.
767-0237
Friday 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Rain Date Saturday
7 a.m.-2 p.m.
Oak dinette, nice
furniture, lamps,
two twin beds,
comforters, Nordic
Track, books, toys,
clothes, roller
blades, misc.

:4:44?"`—z•

No*
411-hic

FIEDS

LICK

•••••

MURRAY

LEDGER .8z TIMES

Children & adult
clothing, household
items. Christmas decor
& lots more

763-1916

660

FREE PALLETS

Free Column

FREE to good home
14 mo old Male Yellow
Lab, friendly 489-6120

Heilig-Meyers
641 North
8 a.m.-Noon
Saturday,
March 29

11•1111•111M1

BB&T North Branch
Community Room
Sat., March 29
8 a.m.-12 p.m.

L_

YARD
SALE

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, March
28, 2003:
The unexpected occurs this year. You
demonstrate a remarkable ability to flow
with opportunities and make what you
want happen. You pull the wild card both
financially and emotionally, not knowing
what's next. Enjoy and relish the excitement. Few years will be like this one.
You can nearly wish upon a star and
make what you want a reality. Romance
flourishes as you have never experienced
before. Go for it. If attached, your relationship will sizzle. Communication
flourishes. Curb a tendency to be sarcastic and say things that you might regret.
AQUARIUS is your natural cheerleader.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** Check in with a friend about an
unanticipated change of plans. Together
you make the most out of the change. A
serious conversation takes you in a new
direction. Avoid sarcasm, because much
happens very quickly. Consider your
options. Tonight Start your weekend
with friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Claim your power, especially if
a problem happens at the last minute.
Laughter surrounds a personal matter,
though you might not want to share this
intimacy with everyone. Discussions
lead you in a new direction, if you avoid
demeaning or debasing another. Tonight
A must show.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
**** Enjoy what might be happening
on a deeper level with someone at a distance. A partner reverses direction. You
take a decision more seriously than you
have in prior times. Stay even with your
dealings. Avoid sarcasm at any cost.
Tonight: Skip out the door_
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
***** Listen to an associate who
seems to be an endless source of information. You could go a bit overboard or
be touchy with your dealings. Be aware
of what you're feeling, because you have
a knee-jerk reaction that you might later
regret. Tonight: Dinner for two.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Defer to others, considering
what is appropriate to do. You get feedback that sheds new light on a relationship. You might want to have a longoverdue conversation, but you'll feel
most uncomfortable with the information

that comes forward. Tonight: Say "yes."
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Because a situation develops
around your home life, you might not
feel as if you're wrong. Avoid an animated conversation that could become quite
difficult if you're not comfortable. Focus
on work and getting the job done. A boss
could be touchy. Tonight: A must show.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** You might want to consider
what a loved one or friend means. Reread
a message or rethink a conversation.
Your perspective takes you in a new
direction as a result. Dance to a different
tune. Break a pattern. A family member
could be reactive because he or she is
more comfortable with the old. Tonight:
A fun dinner for two.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Discuss a situation differently
Consider more carefully your options
that revolve around a child or loved one.
Basics and foundations count. A partner
wants you to settle in and make stronger
decisions. A strong action brings an even
stronger verbal reaction. Tonight: Head
on home. Take a night off.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Walk forward. Experiment
some. You will only gain as a result_
Reach out for others. If need be, make a
point about a financial matter. Don't be
surprised if someone has a strong reaction to your words, reminding you that
there is strength in a difference of opinion. Tonight: Out and about.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Take your time making a decision. You feel more mellow and understood than you have in a long time. A
discussion takes you down a different
path, if you allow it to. You might not be
happy with a professional situation.
Tonight: Your treat.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** With the Moon in your sign,
you might be hard to stop. Your sarcasm
could cause a problem when you least
expect it. Pent-up anger could be venting. Do what you do well. Touch base
with friends. You're happiest with the
pack. Tonight: Celebrate Friday night
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Take your time right now. Close
your door. Get your job done. Let others
find you. You make excellent decisions
because of your willingness to pull back.
Clear your desk, looking forward to a
few days without heavy responsibilities.
Tonight: Get a good night's sleep.
BORN TODAY
Artist Ken Howard (1944), beer baron
August Anheuser Busch Jr.(1899), country Western singer Reba McEntire(1955)

SUBSCRIBE TO
AA-) THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES TODAY
BY CALLING 753-1916

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DR. GOTT

11.

DEAR ABBY

Lty Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT: My 4-year-old
on has cycles of recurring fevers up
o 105 F, associated with vomiting He
.has had CT scans of the head and
'abdomen, a bone marrow biopsy, multiple blood tests (including HIV and
-Lyme checks) and a tuberculosis slun
lest All are negative. The fevers
:occur every five to 15 days. The pediatrician and physicians at our local uniyersity hospital are stumped Any
Jdeas?
: DEAR READER: As a doctor pracXicing general medicine. I wouldn't
presume to second guess specialists
who are involved in your son's case.
Also, I'm not a pediatrician. However,
make some general comments
:about this serious problem, called
•"fever of unknown origin," which can
be exceedingly difficult to diagnose.
Obviously, anyone with an infection
may have a fever, so doctors usually
search high and low for infection in
patients with FUO. Also, hidden
:malignancies can lead to fever, but
:this possibility is very unlikely in a
child of 4.
Once infection and cancer have
been ruled out, other more unusual
sources (such as autoimmune phenomena, inflammation of the small
Bowel, periodic fever syndromes and
genetic factors in children) have to be
• considered. Even with exhaustive
diagnostic efforts, however, 10 percent to 20 percent of the children with
. FUO remain undiagnosed.
' Munchausen's syndrome, a psychiatric disorder, consists of willful fabrication of illness that the (adult)
patient uses to gain repeated medical
attention. In "Munchausen by proxy,"
parents use their children, whom they
• manipulate with phony induced ailments, for the same purpose. I certainly do not wish to imply that you
are abusing your child in this manner;
•

4tidt4
Across from Sirloin
Stockade

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

rather, I mention the syndrome for
the sake of completeness.
I believe that you may be able to
determine the cause of your son's
fevers in an inconvenient but direct
way: When he begins another cycle of
fever, have him admitted to the university hospital that you mentioned.
In such an environment, he will be
closely monitored and tested at the
time of his fever, when the chances
for diagnostic success are the highest.
In this way, the doctors may be able to
determine the cause of his episodes,
which may not be evident in between
his cycles of fever
Please let me know the outcome of
this investigation
DEAR DR (OTT • I'm confused
about why Vicks Vaporub is a successful treatment for toenail and fingernail fungus infections. None of the
"active ingredients" (camphor. eucalyptus oil, menthol) is recognized to
have anti-fungal properties. The
answer probably lies in the "inactive
ingredients" (cedar leaf oil, nutmeg
oil, petroleum, turpentine oil and thymol). Thymol is a recognized antifungal for topical use. Any comments?
DEAR READER: Nope. How it
works and why is not as important to
me as the discovery that Vicks DOES
work. When applied twice daily to the
affected nails and surrounding tissues, VapoRub will — in a matter of
weeks — lead to significant improvement; continued use usually cures the
infection.
Copyright 2003. Newspaper Enterpnae Assn.

SPECIALS!
TANNING S25 for 300 Min.
()otion included)

PERMS $40 & Up
HIGHLIGHTS $25 & Up
MEN'S HAIRCUT $ti
WOMEN'S KWIKKUT $10

Walk-ins Welcome
Call 753-1682
Southside Shopping Center • Murray
NOW OPEN SATURDAYS
*Open Late by Appointment*

(;ift
Certificates
•Vkailable

Kut
el
cupt
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VONA c, MAN ASKED, ME ----READY?
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DEAR ABBY: When I read the
letter from 'Seen It All in Minneapolis,' from the woman who,
from her driveway, can see her
neighbors through their bathroom
window, I had to snide I live in a
townhouse and my neighbors and I
share a common bedroom wall.
One night I was awakened by a
pounding noise. I couldn't figure
out where it was coming from, and
eventually went back to sleep.
Over the next few weeks, I was
awakened frequently by the same
sounds. One night, after listening
for a while, I realized it was coining
from my neighbors' bedroom — they
were having intimate relations.
I didn't say anything at first, but
finally decided I had to. I was afraid
my mother would be visiting while
the neighbors were going at it again.
I was more than a little embarrassed
at having to broach the subject.
One morning, I rang the couple's
doorbell. When the woman came to
the door I said, "I have something
to tell you — the walls here aren't
very thick." She took one look at
my red face and understood immediately. Needless to say, I never
heard them again.
SILENCE IS GOLDEN
IN MARYLAND
DEAR
They say the
squeaky wheel gets the grease.
The same holds true for bedsprings and things that go
bump in the night. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I have a simple
solution for "Seen It All." Plant a
bush, install a trellis, or build a
fence between the driveway and the
window to obscure the view. If that
doesn't work, plant a fig tree and
lend your neighbor a leaf.
NATURE LOVER IN ROME,N.Y.
DEAR.NATURE LOVER: Why
not? It was the first "fashion
statement" conceived in the
Garden of Eden.

cAtvrtiv
WE- vtAve 2 ItirERPRETERS

you coN'r SHAKE
"—MANY OF TOE PEOPLE HANDS HERE-IT'S
WE'LL MEET DON'T
UNSAN1TARy-AND
6PEAK ENG
you sow

THEN Pu EXHANJOE
BUSINESS CARDS.
READ THE CARD BEFORE yfOu PUT IT IN
youR WALLET THAT'S
ANoTHER POLITE
-1HiNl&1b Do,

LOOKING BACK

who sent it, but she had that window fixed in a hurry
KATHY FROM OKLAHOMA

10 years ago
place went to Gina Hopkins. eighth
Calloway County High School grader at Almo Elementary, and
Lakera--lost- 32 to 41-to Nicholas third plAr.ClQ Ecnct E4wilfth,sixth
County
in their second game of the grader at Almo Elementary. Tommy
DEAR KATHY: It could have
been worse. It could have been Kentucky High School Basketball Brown of Murray Theaters prean announcement of another au Tournament. Peter O'Rourke is sented monetary awards.
nature' performance of "Oh, CCHS coach. Calloway players inMarine Pfc. Michael Stom has
Calcutta!" at her address.
cluded Leah Darnall. Molly Wise- completed basic training at
hart, Antonia Dunn, Valerie ShelS.C., and has been assigned
Pat-usIlnd,
**
ton, Susan Bucy, Beach. McClard. to duty at Camp Lejeune, N.C. He
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 and ache
to have a baby. Everyone says I'm Stubblefield, Randolph. Rickman, is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Stom of Murray.
too young to have a kid — but I Geurin, Blackford and Wilson.
Births
40 years ago
reported
boy
to
a
include
want one really bad. I've got a great
guy, but he doesn't want to be a LeeAnn and Jeff Brandon. March
Glenn Wooden was named head
father right now. So far, I've tried to 18; a girl to ('here 4nd Charles banker and James Harmon was
respect his wishes. However, I'm on Hampton, a girl to hanita and named head watchman,
both of
birth control pills and sometimes I Gregory Lowhorn and a girl
to Murray. of the Woodmen of the
feel I should secretly stop taking
them. Then if I get pregnant I can Kimberljt and Gary Notes, March World Life Insurance Society at the
say, "Wow, how did that happen?" 19, a girl to Marilyn and Scotty Fu- WOW Kentucky convention held at
Irvin Cobb Hotel, Paducah.
Please tell me what you think. I trell. March 21.
20 years ago
can't hold out much longer.
'Recent births reported at Murray
READY-OR-NOT IN TEXAS
Named to three-year terms on Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
the I5-member board of directors of Mrs. Ronald Tolbert, a girl to Mr.
DEAR READY-OR-NCYT: Con- Murray-Calloway County Chamber
and Mrs. Roy*tee Garland, a girl to
tinue to hold out, because you
of
Commerce
were
Bob
Billington.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moore. a girl
are on the verge of making a
mistake that could affect at least E.W. Dennison, Larry Hurt, Mar- to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hargis, a
three people for a lifetime. shall Gordon and Dan McNutt, ac- boy to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth MurBefore you act on your fantasy, cording to Bill Teuton, executive dock and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
it's important that you under- director of MCCCC.
David B. Harning.
stand what is missing in your
Descendants of the late Irvan
50 years ago
life and why you are trying to fill Johnson Grogan and Muzetta Mae
Col. Frances Wellenreiter spoke
the space with an innocent baby. Andrews Grogan met recently for a
about
"Civil Defense and the
Conceiving a child through reunion
at the Murray Woman's Atomic Bomb" at a meeting of the
dishonesty is a terrible beginning. From the tone of your Club House.
4 Murray Business and Professional
Births reported include a girl to Women's Club held at Murray
letter, neither you nor your
"great guy" is ready for the Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Roseman, Woman's Club House. He was inMarch 37
responsibilities of parenthood.
troduced by Eula Mae Doherty.
30 risers ago
Births reported include a girl to
*At*
Kevin Hutson, seventh grader at Mr. and Mrs. Plomer
Largent,
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Lynn Grove Elementary School.
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
March 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
was winner of the Calloway County
Phillips, and was founded by her mother,
Euin Ramsey. March 23; a boy to
Pauline Phillips. Write Dear Abby at
Spelling Bee. He will represent CalMr. and Mrs. Charles Kenneth Mott
www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Bo: 69440,
loway County in the contest in and a boy
Loa Angeles, VA 90069.
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul AbMemphis, Tenn.. April 27. Second ernathy, March
24.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

TODAY IN HISTORY

There's Only One Right Play

By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March 27.
the 86th day of 2003. There are 279
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 27. 1977, 582 people
were killed when a KLM Boeing
747. attempting to take off, crashed
into a Pan Am 747 on the Canary
Island of Tenerife.
On this date:
In 1512, Spanish explorer Juan
Ponce de Leon sighted Florida.
In 1625, Charles I ascended the
English. throne upon the death of
James I.
In 1794..President Washington_
andCongress authorized creation of
the U.S. Navy.
In 1836, the first Mormon temple
was dedicated. in Kirtland. Ohio.
In 1917. the Seattle Metropolitans became the first U.S. team to
win the Stanley Cup as they defeated the Montreal Canadiens.
In 1973. "The Godfather" won
the Academy Award for hest picture
of 1972, but its star. Marlon
Brando, refused to accept his Oscar
for best actor. Liza Minnelli won
best actress for "Cabaret."
In 1980, 137 workers died when
a North Sea floating oil field platform, the Alexander
Keilland.
capsized during a storm.
Five years ago: The Food and
Drug Administration approved the
drug Viagra, made by Pfizer. saying
it had helped about two-thirds of
impotent men improve their sexual
function. Ferdinand Porsche Jr..
who founded the sports car firm that
bears his name. died at age 88 in
Zell am See, Austria.

DEAR ABBY: Several years ago
my sister had the same problem —
only she was the one with the South dealer.
bathroom window that wasn't Both sides vulnerable.
opaque enough. Her bathroom
NORTH
faced the street.
416 K J 8 743
One of her neighbors sent her a
•10 2
card that looked like a wedding
•A Q 5
+A K
invitation. It read,"This is to inform
WEST
you that the one-way frosty glass
EAST
4 A 96 5
window in your bathroom is in
410
backward." She never found out
V—
V.1 7 5 4
* 10 763
* K 98 2
40 10 9 7 4
+863 2
SOUTH
•Q 2
-• VAKQ9-863-•J 4
•Q5
The bidding:
South
West
North East
1•
Pass
2•
Pass
3
Pass
3 NT
Pass
5?
Pass
611
Opening lead — jack of clubs.

,11=rriar

MICHAEL,I'D LIKE O&) MR MASI)DA,THIS 15
TO MEET MR.MASUDA, MICHAEL AATTERS04,
OUR AGENT HERE IN WRrTER FoR'PORTRArr
PdArsioalNIE
ToKyo
41
1 110

fftlt..t3 FOR THE OFFICE .
TOO FLOWERY FOR HOME
TOO FuSSY FOR DINNER..

CROSSWORDS
40 Cincinnati nine
42 Hue
43 Exploding stars
46 "Barnr
47 Hagen of "The
Other'
48 Secure
51 Craving
55 Faint
56 -This must
weigh —
57 French I verb
58 Mind-reader's
letters
59 — St. Laurent
60 Horse's gear

1 Large fishhook
5 Readied the
bubbly
9 Devotee
12 Neutral shade
13 Poop out
14 Exultant cry
15 Incoming-plane
slats
16 Early garden?
17 Label
18 Do'gma
20 Russet potato
22 Common
phrase
25 Specify
27 Dappled horse
28 Sister of Helios
29 Razorback
33 Place to sleep
34 Kind of instinct
35 Churchill gesture
36 Business-letter
end.
38 Compilation
39 Silent-screen
temptress

FtSac)

T00 FANCY FOR A MOVIE.
TOO FLIMSY FOR, A TRIP...
TOO FLOUNIC.4 FOR A VJALK

YET
IT WILL
MAKE
YOU
FEEL
LIKE A
REAL
WOMAN...

fal

king and led the deuce of hearts to
the ace, on which West showed out.
South then crossed to the ace ofclubs
and finessed the ten of hearts after
East followed low. This left South in
a difficult position from which he
could not extricate himself as the
cards lay.
Stuck in dummy,he made the best
play of a spade to the queen, but it
availed him naught. West took the
ace and returned a spade, and East
ruffed to put an end to South's misery. (A diamond return by West
would have led to the same result) South was unlucky to run into a 40 trump break, but he should have
made the slam anyway. At trick two,
he should have led the ten of hearts
— not the deuce — to the ace. Leading the ten to the ace could do no
harm and might do some good — as
it would have in the actual case.
This simple precautionary play
would have allowed South to win the
second round of hearts in his hand
with the nine, draw trumps and concede a spade to the ace to make the
slam.
It might seem a bit harsh to criticize South for his failure to lead the
heart ten at trick two, but the fact is
that bridge is a game where paying
attention to small details goes a long
way toward determining who comes
out on top.

When the opponents favor you
with a friendly lead, you're not
expected to reciprocate by returning
the favor. Take this case where West
led the jack of clubs against six
hearts. As it happened. a diamond
lead, or the lead of the ace and
another spade, would have fixed
South's wagon beyond repair. However, the club lead gave him an
excellent shot at the slam.
Declarer won the club with the
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Bush, Blair gauge progress at Camp David
—
(AP)
WASHINGTON
Pfeildent Bush and British Prime
Minister Tony Blair are assessing
the progress of the war in Iraq after
a week of fierce combat, meeting
amid growing signs Saddam
Hussein has dug in for a prolonged
fight.
The American and British leaders
were getting together at the Camp
David presidential retreat while
grappling with how to prepare their
citizens for a longer war than many
had expected.
Iraqi forces have frustrated U.S.
officials' hopes that they would
defect or surrender en masse, and
there have been few celebratory
welcomes for U.S: and British
troops. The coalition march on
Baghdad has been slowed by weather and unexpectedly strong Iraqi
resistance.
In their talks today, Blair and
Bush also were looking beyond the
conflict to a rebuilding phase, both
for Iraq and for U.S.'-Europe relations. And they were discussing how
best to move humanitarian supplies

•Art of War ...

and its allies must broaden their
agenda beyond Iraq to help build
peace in the Middle East and across
the globe.
"I will see President Bush at
Camp David to discuss not just the
military campaign but also the
diplomatic implications of recent
events for the future — in particular,
how we get America and Europe
working again together as partners
and not as rivals," he said before
leaving for the United States.
Bush arrived at Camp David in
Maryland's Catoctin Mountains on
Wednesday afternoon in a driving
rain, following a quick trip to
Florida. He sought to rally the
troops and the American people
behind the Iraq war at a time when
U.S. forces are suffering casualties.
The White House'AP Photc,
"I can assure you there will be a
CAMP DAVID MEETING ... President Bush, right, and British day of reckoning for Iraq, and that
Prime Minister Tony Blair talk at Camp David last night. Also pic- day is drawing near," the president
tured in background are Chief of Staff Andy Card, rear left, and told hundreds of cheering American
National Security Advisor Condoleezza Rice.
troops and their families in a packed
hangar at MacDill Air Force Base,
pressis
such as food into war-torn regions of porting the invasion of Iraq,
headquarters of Central
the
rebuildin
role
U.N.
strong
a
for
ing
Iraq.
Blair. under fire at home for sup- ing. And he says the United States Command.

•Intensify ...
From Front
on Baghdad. including what Iraq said was a U.S.
cruise missile strike that hit a market area.
Nationwide. Mubarak said about 350 civilians
had been killed and more than 4,000 injured since
the war began. "Neither the Bush administration
nor their bombs are 'smart," said Mubarak,
accusing the United States and Britain of deliberately targeting civilians.
Brook said U.S. investigators were trying to
determine whether a U.S. missile might have hit
the Baghdad market area on Wednesday.
However, he suggested the damage might have
been caused by an errant Iraqi surface-to-air missile, or even by a deliberate Iraqi action aimed at
discrediting the United States.
In London, British defense officials said the
discovery of more chemical protection suits suggest Iraq was prepared to use chemical weapons
against advancing coalition forces.
Soldiers of the Royal Irish Regiment found
about a hundred protection suits and respirators in
an Iraqi command post, said Adm. Michael
AP Photo
Boyce,chief of the defense staff.
Division
Airborne
101st
the
of
Brigade
2nd
with
convoy
"This kit was effective, well cared for and in ROLLIN'... A ground assault
(Air Assault) prepares to move forward at an undisclosed location in Iraq today.
good working order," Boyce said.

From Page 3
father, but most people haven't
been in war," he says. "It's one
thing to look at a picture of a pile
of bodies, but putting your hands
on those bodies and loading them
into a truck, that's a different experience."
The difference between anti-war
writers and "pro-war" writers is
often less in how they present battle, than in how they interpret it.
War according to Homer or
Tennyson is no less bloody than in
Vonnegut's work, but where
Vonnegut sees only loss, others see
both loss and glory.
Tennyson's "Charge of the Light
Brigade" was inspired by a
Crimean War battle in which a cavalry unit misunderstands an order
and makes a suicidal rush into a
line of artillery.
Tennyson notes that armies have
little power over their own fate
("Theirs but to do & die") and
remembers the cavalry emerging
"Shatter'd & sunder'd." But
instead of condemning all conflict,
he emphasizes the soldiers' sacrifice‘
"When can their gloryfade?
0 the wild charge they made!
All the world wonder'd.
Honour the charge they made!"
•••
and destroys.
reassures
War both
Whitman's visits to the soldiers
confirmed his faith in the masses:
"Not a bit of sentimentalism or
whining have I seen," he writes.
But in Stephen Crane's "The Red
Badge of Courage," a Civil War
soldier trembles before battle.
"In his life he had taken certain
things for granted, never challenging his belief in ultimate success,
and bothering little about means
and roads," Crane writes.
"But here he was confronted
with a thing of moment. It had suddenly appeared to him that perhaps
in a battle he might run. He was
forced to admit that as far as war
was concerned he knew nothing of
himself."
War itself is just one kind of war
story; the return to civilian life tells
another.

It's a theme dating back to "The
Odyssey" and revisited again and
again, in novels such as Charles
Frazier's best seller, "Cold
Mountain," about a Civil Warscarred veteran's harrowing long
walk home, and in short stories
such as Ernest Hemingway's
"Soldier's Home," in which a
World War I veteran returns to
Kansas and learns no one wants to
know what really happened.
"His town had heard too many
atrocity stories to be thrilled by
actualities," Hemingway wrote.
"Krebs found that to be listened to
at all he must lie, and after doing
this twice he, too, had a reaction
against the war and against talking:
about it."
War has been a man's game, and
romance only reminds soldiers of =
what they've Missed or cannot
have. As Odysseus sails home froip
the Trojan War, he has himself
bound to the mast of his ship to
protect himself from the seductive song of the Sirens, who lure men tO
their death. Herningway's Krebs no
longer wants to love, while the
officer in Anton Chekhov's classic
story,"The Kiss," discovers that
love overrules his duties as a soldier.
In "The Kiss," Staff-Captain
Ryabovich is an insecure loner who
has been invited to a lieutenant's
tea. He wanders about the house
and into a dark room, where he is
kissed by a woman expecting a different man to arrive. He and his
brigade soon march on, but the kiss
has clouded his eyes, or perhaps
unveiled them.
"Ryabovich looked apathetically
at all those necks and faces in front
and behind," Chekhov writes. "At
any other time he would have
dozed off, but now he was
immersed in new, pleasant
thoughts.
"When the brigade had set off,
he tried to convince himself that
the incident of the kiss was only
some unimportant, mysterious
adventure and that essentially it
was trivial and too ridiculous for
serious thought.
"But very quickly he waved
logic aside and gave himself up to
his dreams."
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